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Our Paper
P.O. ·eox 10744, Portland, Maine 04104

"'<-·" ·

Dear OUR PAPER:
Dear OUR PAPER:
' First, I would like to congratulate you on
your impeccable taste concerning the cover
of your March 1990 issue. It WilS stunningly beautiful.
I have never heard of Mary Ellen Beal
before, but I know that I must hear of her
again. If you could forward this letter to
her, I would greatly appreciate it. I would
like to know if she has published a book of
poetry yet, and if not, if there is any way I
could encourage her to do so. She is a
brilliant star. She will be famous. I have
read poetry all my life, but it has been a
very long time since something has moved
me like her words. I do not want to lose her
in-between the times and spaces of my life.
Once again, congratulations! You have
done something superb!

So Uncle Sam will try and count us this
census, albeit through the closet door.
Officially, I guess we are " UPpies," since
our numbers will be counted in the "samesex !lnmarried-fartners" category. Unfortunately, the tally will be embarrassingly
low. It will reflect a small sampling of how
many of us there really are.
Fact it, most of us are not in an " Unmarried Partner" situation. We will mark
"single" and that will be that.
It potentially will do mare damage than
good. I can imagine Senator helms holding
up the official stats from the national count
and questioning why a small interest group
( we may gamer a percentage point, if we' re
lucky) should get so much attention and
specific legislation.
As a community we failed in securing a
"Gay" box on the 1990 census form . But
there is still something we can do about it;
if you are living with a roommate, not
necessarily a "lover", then stretch the point
and mark " U.P. " on the form . Sort of a
"U.P." theirs.
It won ' t hurt anyone. It will help all of us.
And let 's start the wheels moving now for
getting our own designation on the next
census in the year 2000.

Sincerely,
CB
Mars Hill, Maine

SUBSCRIBE!

Sincerely,

David Reid
West Hollywood, California

PURPOSE
Our Paper is publi shed monthly by the
Omr Paper volunteer collective, PO Box
10744,Portland ME 04!04. The purpose
of Our Paper is to serve as a voice for
lesbians and gay men in Maine. We wish
the newspaper to be a source of information, support, and affirmation , and a vehicle for celebration, by and for members
of the lesbian and gay men 's communities.
We want the paper to reflect our diversity
as well.

'

between the sub-cultures of the East Villl!,ge world of drugs, theatre, politics, avant
garde art and commercialism. After being
arrested for defacing public property while
painting a subway work he began to quickly
move up in the art work. His work included
posters against crack, one promoting city
reading programs for children, he painted
deteriorating school buildings with students and put up a major work on the Berlin
wall. During the pa t few years his work
took on the task of educating people about
HIV . Hi s images are now seen on everything from tee shirts to magazine ads. About
the commercialization of hi s art he said, "If
commercialization is putting my art on a
shirt so that a kid who can ' t afford a $30,000
painting can buy one, that I'm for it."
by Jim Roche
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Tim Grover
Diane Matthews
Michael Stickney
Peter Jakubowski

Office Coordinator:
Peter

Financial Coordinator:
Diane

SUHSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year ( 12
issues), $20 for two years, and $25 for
three years. Make checks payable to Our
Pap,er.

Tim

Circulation Coordinator:
Michael

Layout Coordinator:
Diane
CONTRIBUTORS:

Holly Valero
R. J. Clutchplate
Out & Out Productions
Dick Harrison
John
Betsy
Barb
Stacey
D oug
Weade
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES:
Features Coordinator
Circulation Assistants~
Layout Assistants
Arts and Entertainment writer
News and Global Gayzette writer
Political Reporter
Club Scene Reporter
CONTRIBUTIONS OF ANY SORT
ARE GREATLY APPRECIATED

- (207) 761-0733
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I We're proud of OUR
PAPER, in·s pir~d. by OUR
READERS, and lndebted
to· OUR ADVERTISERS
l

EditorialBoard:

Advertising Coordinator:
EDJITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understanding
of our lifestyles and of each other. Views
and opinions appearing in Our Paper are
those of the authors only.
We request that all material submitted
be signed and include an address and/or
phone number.
We reserve the right to edit material as
necessary, unless otherwise instructed.
Witlhin the pages of Our Paper, articles
can appear anonymously, upon request.
and strict confidentiality will be observed.
Editorials appearing in Our Paper
represent the opinion of the collective as a
whole.
'Ne welcome and· encourage all cur
readlers to submit material for publication
anc;I to share your comments, criticisms,
and positive feelings with us. Remember,
Our Paper is Your Paper!

Artist Keith Haring Dead at 31
Keith Haring, the New York graffiti
artist who went so far as to open his own
store called The Pop Shop to sell tee shirts,
posters, buttons and jackets which carried
his own style of images, died Friday, February 16th, at his Manhattan home of AIDS
related illnesses.
Haring, who for the past few years has
made significant contributions to AIDS
related activist groups and participated in
New York's ACT-UP group began his
career by drawing his cartoon like characters on blank subway poster boards. At 19
he fled his hometown of Kutztown, PA,
and moved to New York's East Village.
There he became a regular fixture in that
neighborhood's art and gay subcultures.
Along with Jean-Michel Basquiate, another graffiti artist, he breached the wall

THE COLLECTIVE

SHARE YOUR TALENTS.
DEVELOP NEW ONES.
Our Paper needs graphic artists, layout people, photographers,
writers and distribution people. Find out what's involved. Write to
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104, or come to a
7 pm Tuesday night meeting at 9 Deering Street (rear) in Portland.
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THE . FI RST ANNUAL ·
MAINE LESBIAN AND GAY FILM FESTIVAL
MAY 11-13, 1990

I

When the hou e lights dim and the
opening credit roll, a plu h velvet eat
can l,)e the best place on earth. Nowhere
will that be truer than at the first annual
Maine Le bian and Gay Film Festival.
For 3 days in May ( 11, 12 & 13) the
fe tival will tum Portland, Maine into a
major film center for the showing of
le bian and gay film and videos.
Film-maker all over the world are
producing work which explores the
universe of le bian and gay men. They
are looking at people who are gay and
exploring how their lives intersect with
the dominant culture. The e independent
lesbian and gay film-makers are making
exciting and po itive images of lesbian
and gay sexuality, history and culture.
Very little of thi work, however, is
ever seen in Maine. When a movie with
lesbians or gay men in it does come to
this tate~usually from Hollywoodthese individuals are portrayed as
invi ible, marginalized, or a dramatic
devices u ed to hock and sell. Indeed,
one of the great plea ure of this fe ti val
will be the opportunity to view films and
video not likely to ever play in the local
movie theater.
O ut & Out Productions, the festival
producer, will be bringing approximately
15 hours of film and IO hour of video to
Maine. The festival will how film and
videos which provide positive images of
lesbians and gay men of all age , race
and class background; film and videos
which are exciting, sometimes radical;
films which address issue in the gay
community of the struggle against
violence, prejudice and invisibility; films
and videos from various nations which
emphasize the globalne s of being
lesbian and gay; and film which are
merely wonderful.
Off-screen, the festival will offer a
possible appearance by a film director
(along with_a viewing of hi or her film),

.

At the Performing Arts Center, the
festival will offer viewing of films and
videos (simultaneously, in separate
areas). One of the main rea ons video is
being included is because many more
artists have access to the video format
than to film, which is an expensive
medium. By offering video, the festival
will broaden, immensely, the spectrum
of work available for viewing.
Out & Out Productions, a Maine
organization of lesbians and gay men
was formed with the primary purpose of
making this festival happen. The group
has been holding a series of fundrai er
since last November to help defray the
costs of this festival and to have it be a
festival that all can afford. Coming up
next is a dance at Zootz in Portland on
Thur day, April 5. As those of you who
have attended Out & Out's previous
fundraisers can attest-it's always a
good time!
Weekend passes to all festival events
are available in advance for $25 (until
May l; $30 after May 1.) Send a check
with your name and address to Out &
Out at the address below, and we will
return mail your pass. If you ' d like more
information about the fest ival, you can
write to: Out & Out Productions, P. 0.
7982, Portland, ME 04 1 12. Or call (207)
799-1703.

and an opening night gala which includes
a reception . Further, the theater space
itself, has a lot of addi tional room for
relaxing, eating, socializing and catching
up with friends .

The festival will open 7 PM Friday
night May I I, at the Portland Museum of
Art. The evening's event will include: a
presentation by a visiting director/
producer, a reception (catered by some of
Portland's best restaurants) and two
films. From noon to midnight on
Saturday, May 12 and from noon to 6
PM on Sunday, May 13, the festival wi ll
be held at the Portland Performing Arts
Center. (Security will be provided at both
space .)
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ADVERTISE

Business Card Size Display Ad
for only $25.00
(includes FREE listing in the
classified Ads section)
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s. KRELLMAN

BUYING? SELLING? DREAMING?
Person to Person Real Estate Visits to Your
Home Anywhere in Maine to Discuss
Your Real Estate Needs.

/::v J/'l'."i..'i .J VII/' j ee/ill!:!,
11 •it/J u gift (JJ fi11ejeu •elry
A11d beca11se Ji11ejeu •elr_1•
,:,· a gift ll'buse he<,11101/asts j ore,•er,
//)('.J' '// re111e111her bou • 11111<.h) 011 care.

Sun. 4/1 - Sat. 4/14
DECAFFEINATED COPENHAGEN™
$7.50 LB.
Reg. $8.95 LB.

Fine Jewelry

Sun. 4/15 - Sat. 4/28

When your feelings are for real
Custom designs invited

KENYA AA
$4.95 LB.
Reg. $6.50 LB.

GlAD·DAYR
BOOKSHOP~
L ESB I AN & G A Y LITERAT U RE
673BOYISI'ONSTREET.BOSION.MA. 02116(6t7)267-30t0

161 C~mmercial St. Portland/774-4020
198 Maine Mall Rd .. So. Portland/774-7191

Ca ll for coffee mail order form:
800-937-9447

Across From The Boston Publ ic Library

Buy with Confidence, Give with Pride

NICOLSON & RYAN
:!Jud{y fi6~

.JMice

/rfcfS

253 WATER STREET • AUGUSTA, ME. 04330
622-6255
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Survey Ranks
"Partnership Rights"

The bill, which passed by a 92 to 4
February vote, instructs the Department of
Justice to collect data on prejudice motivated crimes based on race, religion, sexual orientation, and ethnic background.
Before approving the measure, reports The
Advocate , the Senate, by a 77 to 19 vote,
rejected an amendment proposed by Helms.
It would have stipulated that " the homosexual movement threatens the strength
and survival of the American family as the
•
basic unit of society."
Steve Smith, who worked for passage
of the bill as a lobbyist for the Human
Rights Campaign Fund, a gay group, called
the two Senate votes "as important a legislative victory as we've ever had." The
votes marked the first time the Senate
passed pro-gay legislation not related to
AIDS and the first defeat of an anti-gay
Helm's amendment not pertaining to AIDS .

A recent survey of lesbians r~mks partnership rights as their top issue for legislative priority, reports Philadelphia's Gay
News. The survey was conducted by the
Lesbian Issues and Outreach Project of the
Human Rights Campaign Fund (HRCF).
Over two-tpjrds of the lesbians responding to the survey, directed to women who
had contributed to the fund or who had
participated in its Speak Out Program,
.pi.eked partnership rights as the number
one issue on their agenda. Lesbian and gay
rights, abortion/privacy issues and parenting concerns followed close behind.
" It is time this country recognizes lesbian and gay families as entities just as
important as the heterosexual families and
just as deserving of support from our
country's legal system, the mainstream
media and in everyday culture," said Tim
Mcfeeley, HRCF director, in response to
results of the survey.
' .

County Passes·Gay Rights
Palm Beach County recently became
the first county in Florida to pass a gay
rights measure since Dade County passed
and lost a similar measure following a 1977
repeal campaign led by Anita Bryant, reports the Washington (D.C.) Blade.
With county commissioners voting 4 to
i for the measure, the new policy expands
the county's fair housing Jaw, which also
includes public accommodations.
Fines for those who discriminate in

Senate Passes
Hate Crimes Act
In passing ,the Hate Crimes Statistics
Act by a large margin, the Senate gave gays
and lesbians one of their first ever victories
there and handed anti-gay senator Jesse
Helms (Rep. NC) a rare defe~t.

F2J

housing can range from $1 O,OOOto $50,000.
One civil rights attorney pointed out
that while most housing discrimination is
actually practiced against young people,
most of the vocal debate surrounding the
law focused on gays.

"Unmarried Partners"
To Be Counted
The category of " unmarried partner"
has been added to the 1990 census form ,
reports the New Works News of Indianapolis ..
This new category is expected to give
some indication of the number of lesbian
and gay couples in the U.S. Activists feel
thait this information will be useful to businesses in their formulation of policies for
benefits for unmarried couples. It is also
fell that the data could also mean political
influence for gay and lesbian concerns.
While the census form s won ' t actually
ask whether the couple is heterosexual or
homosexual , that information can be extracted because the sex of each person is
asked.

N1~w York Ends Needle
Eitchange Program
Since 1988 New York City has had a
neMle exchange program which provided
clean needles to addicts in an effort to slow
the: spread of AIDS. From the very begin-

ning the program, which was the first of it's
kind in the nation, received only marginal
· support. Even before his election New
York ' s Mayor David Dinkins made a
campaign promise that he would end the
program if he were elected because he
agreed with many critics that the needle
exchange simply took advantage of the
city ' s black and Hispanic communiry.
As a result of voluntary HIV testing
with some of the 260 participants in the
program, a projection was made that 52
percent of the participants were HIV positive. Some officials, like Yolanda Serrano,
executive director of the Association for
Drug Abuse Prevention and Treatment, see
the ending of the program as a grim look at
the future for the other 48% of those HIV
drug users. " We're going to fight this very
hard," she said in a recent interview with
the Times. "This is more than politics,
because people are dying. We need to look
at bridging people into treatment. It 's not
the solution, but it certainlY, will help."
Who, people ask, is taking responsibility
for the added cost in human life this deci sion will take?
,Dinkins, however, was not swayed by
the opposition, and pointed out that this
past week we received a telephone call
from William Bennett praising his decision. The fate of other similar programs in
Portland and-Tacoma are still up in the air.
In the meantime HIV continues to spread at
alarming rates within the IV drug community.

~
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487-2347

P.O. Box 1437-5 Center St.
Provincetown, MA 02657
Rentals:
Cottage, Apartments

Guest Rooms

Roeemmy Basile
Carol Nayes

-- Wednesday --.
Hump Day
Domestic Beer
$1.00

BREAD & ROSES BAKERY INC.

-- Thursday -Buy One Drir: k,
Get One Free
--. Friday -Happy Hour
8 -10 pm
(Two for One)
-- Saturday -Party Night
Music until 1:30 am

FANCY FLOWERS
468 Fore Street. Portland. Moine ,

4:

1-207-772-3881

Pine Square Mall
Waterville, Maine
Tel: 873-5610
Northern Most
Gay Club in Maine

-- Sunday -Movie Night
8:30 pm Special Feature
·&
All Well Drinks

$2.00
OPEN 8 pm - 1 am .,
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THE FILM FESTIVAL INTERVIEW
Our Paper recently spoke with some of
the people from Out & Out Productions,
the organization which is producing the
first annual Maine Lesbian & Gay Film
Festi val. Elspeth Brown and Julian
Murphy are two of the festi val producers.
John Kramer is the graphic designer and
handles, as well, many aspects of
publicity. ( Penny Pollard. the third
producer, was unable to come to the
meeting.)
What started out as an interview, soon
turned into a free-wheeling discussion .
We 've reproduced some of it here and
believe it will provide our readers with
some of the background and goals of the
festival-as well as a few asides!
OP-Well, first the obvious: how and
why did this festival get started?
JM-1 had been to a lot of film festivals.
Living in San Francisco and Chicago,
especially, I was really inspired and
affected by them . It 's a celebration of
gay and lesbian art in the community.
Film is being used to present images of
ourselves, possibilities for our lives, on
the screen.
In the ·spring of 1989 I was seeing so
much energy from the gay and lesbian
community, h!;!re in Maine, going to
service others:__social service stuff-but
little was being done for ourselves. I
started talking to Elspeth about a festival
1
1
• ·and she got more and more enthusiastic.
EB- Everyone got excited-it was
something new . I wanted to see some of
these film s. I also saw that it was
different, upbeat , involved art. lt was
also some sort of a political statement; it
would increase the visibility of the gay
and lesbian community, and create a
community outside the "normal" avenues
of social change such as pickets,
marches,. and direct involvement in the
political process.
JM-Ask any lesbian how many times
they ' ve seen Lianna , Desert Hearts or ....
JK-My Beautiful f,,a.underette, Law of
Desire. Maurice ... .
JM-Notice that John 's able to name
more films-gay films-whereas
lesbians see the same few movies over
and over. There 's a hunger for the
images-just like any other community
hungers for images of itself. We Know
that lesbians are making movies-yet
we're wearing out the videotapes of
Desert Hearts. But the most direct way
to get these other films was to have an
organization, like Out & Out, bring them
to Maine.
EB-John, how did you get involved
with Out & Out?

As a graphic designer, I' m interested in
how ideas are communicated visually.
And the chance to design an image that
speaks for a community that I'm a part of
was a challenge. I'm curious to see how
the general public responds to our
publicity. I mean, here we are, gays and
lesbians, and it' s not about AIDS , it 's not
a political sex scandal, it ' s not about a
gay foster parent. MPBN , for instancetheir defense for not running that
syndicated gay radio show was that they
already run a lot of stories about the gay
and lesbian community. But it turned out
that all but one or two of those stories
were about AIDS.
Not that they shouldn ' t have been-they
should have run IO times that number.
AIDS has be~P. the issut:-tht: dominant
gay issue for me of the last nine years.
And I'm sure I wouldn't be doing this if
it hadn ' t been for AIDS and the AIDS
activism that has sprung up everywhere
as the result of inaction and fear. But, we
need to have something else
too ... something else visible.
JM-But lesbians are invisible in the
discussion about AIDS. There are
absolutely no discussions of the lesbian
community. No one knows what lesbians
do in bed
JK-We plan to show Parting Glances
and A Death in the Family , two wonderful films that deal with AIDS. These and
all of the. other gay film s will portray gay
men 's·lives much more. broadly than they
are in the media.
JM-For women , it will show us our
live . It will show our lives to ourselves.
There will be express ions of gay and
lesbian sexuality. It will show how
greatly our sexuality has been repressed.
And we hope tpat there will be, in the
community at large, because of the
festival , a deeper understanding of gay
and lesbian lives. Friends, family ,
parents, children all being better informed .
And we're trying to get a wide variety of
films across all backgrounds. Not all of
these films can we personally relate to.
JK-I'm hoping to have films which
address both gay and lesbian issues, and
also, gay men seeing lesbian films and
vice versa.
JM-Screening the films, its been
interesting to see representations of gay
sexuality.
EB-And surprising. Seeing intimate,
romantic and physically affectionate and
private moments that are usually
reserved for your lover. In Taxi Zurn
Klo-io me-you saw a whole other side
of gay male sexuality. It made me feel
closer and warmer towards gay men.
JK-It would be nice to have that
exchange happen at the festival.

JK-1 think you insisted on it. I had seen
the ad in Our Paper, and then you called
and asked if I'd work with the organization as a graphic designer.

JM-See the familiar and the distinct in
each others sexuality.

I was desperate, too, to see some
reasonable gay images, and thought I
should be involved. In a big city you
have more options, but in Maine, you
need to have an event like this. The
Movies does a great job in Portland, but
most of these films wouldn't be shown in
any local venue.

JK-You know, Vito Russo will be
speaking at Bowdoin on April 20th,
talking about gay imagery in more-orless straight films-having to read
between the lines for glimpses of a taboo
subject, or be confronted by a negative
treatment of it. I'm oversimplifying his
talk-I've heard he 's great.

JM-Yeah, part of our oppression is the
fact that the oppressor controls our
images and our lives. There are, right
now, many, many catalogs of films and
many filmmakers-but no venues except
for the festivals.
JK-This festival is, for some of us, sort
of the most political thing we have ever
done. We are really trying to put
ourselves out there. We want everyone to
know it exists.
JM-Some people in Maine think
they've never even seen a gay or lesbian.
Now they can--on screen. Jesse Helms
can say that homoerotic images make
him vomit. The dominant culture
controls the definition of obscene-thus
all gay and lesbian images are seen in
this way ...
EB-.. .equated with child pornography .. .
JM-The Helms Amendment, which is
now inconsistent, is the latest attack on
allowing homoerotic images to be
seen ...

. .

EB-or heard ... . .
JM-~.. o"r shown ... . I think that for the
youth from OUTRIGHT and the youth
reading this article, the festival will be a
a wonderful thing. Most of us, when we
were under 22, never had thi s opportunity when dealing with, and in the throes
ofdiscovering our sexuality.
0

Jl<,-What movies_ djd yqu relate to
• :,1.1hen you .were a kid? There was that
James Dean movie where he had that
unresolved relations~ip with Sal
Mineo ...
OP-Rebel Without A Cause.
EB-Ahh .. .Going down "lesbian
lane" ... What did we watch? What kind
of women ' s roles? What did you look at?
OP-I remember watching a whole lot of
Katharine Hepburn.

EB-We've screened over 30 films so
far, with lots of diversity.
But back to money. It goes to: film,
videos, space rental, freight (films are
heavy), and equipment rental. Since
we're a new organization, we ' re n(?t
eligible for some funds-so we ' ve been
raising a lot of funds through the
community. And we'd like to say thanks
for all the support we've received so far.
Our Sneak Preview last November was
our first fundraiser. We saw three films
and had a reception at Mad Horse
Theater in Portland.It was very moving
for those of us who put it on. It started to
achieve our basic goal-building
community and feeling more connected
-as gays and lesbians here in Maine: We
hope the festi\?al will be an extended
long-play version of the Sneak Preview.
JM-We had a cut-a-thon i~ February,
we ' re having a table ~t t.he Portlancj Expo
flea market this month and we' re also
holding a dance at. Zootz on April 5.
JK-We ' re raising money from ads in
our program. It may not.too late to-get
yours in. We have T-shirts for sale,
buttons, weekend passes . ..marketing,
marketing.
JM-Also, w.e ' re open to donations and
contributions.
EB-It 's not too late to get involved.
People can contact Julian at 799.. 1703.
We can use peopJe.with any level of
commitment. . ,.• . , ,
,r
- JK-People outside of Portland in
particular. We'd be especially grateful to
someone who could be the contact
person for his or her town .... You can
also get your name on the mailing list by
calling that same number. Also, people
who want to present.videos sl!ould give
us a call.
•· · ' '

...

.

EB-and had postcards of her in our
bathrooms .....

EB-The vjdeo part of the festival is
exciting. Video is more accessible and
less expensive. It introduces a whole
other group of videographers including,
we hope, peopJe in Maine. Folks who
want to have a public viewing of their
work

OP-Let's talk a bit about Out & Out
Productions and some of the work that
needs to be done to get a festival like this
off the ground.

JM-lt was extremely exciting in
Chicago and San Francisco to have and
encourage the artists among us to make
films and videos.

EB-We have about 15 regular diehards
and IO volunteers who are in the
wings-all working on different parts of
the festival.

EB-We think we have two videos from
Maine.

JM-Oh yes, I think that probably a
whole lot of us watched her films ...

JM-One of the things we're doing a lot
of is raising funds.
EB-Yes, the average cost of a film is
$100-$200 per hour. The cost for the
films alone is over $4000.
Unlike books, lesbian and gay films
aren't organized coherently. You can't
look them up like going to Books in
Print. So, we ' ve had a lot of help from
Frameline in San Francisco and Chicago
Filmmakers-tracking down films and
giving us suggestions. We've been
screening films since last fall.
OP-What criteria do you use for film
selection?
JM-Artistic excellence, high production
values, acting, it can't be misogynist, and
needs a good, well written screenplay.

JK-Videos can show things that have a
more specific point of view. It'll be nice
to have a section of videos by and about
PW As, experimental videos, documentaries ... the audience is smaller, more
intimate.
JM-We're hoping to have people come
from all over the state. We realize that
holding the festival in Portland is
inconvenient for people wh live north
of Augusta-but it's really worthwhileand come for the weekend.
EB-We are trying to put something
together for local accommodations for
people who are traveling from far away.
We're looking forward to seeing a lot of
people from northern New England. It
will be a festival for everyone-and one
that I think many of us have been waiting
for, for a long time . ..
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FORGOTTEN VISITS
I've long forgot your visits to my room,
the empty echo of your laughter. Why
you stopped I know, but wonder how her room
could be as warm. I took whatever I
could get and wrapped my dreams within. You brought
your loneliness to me as one would bring
a lover precious gifts. Its love, I thought,
those shredded nights I held your hand to sing
and hope for more. I guess she must have found
that hope, and all the rest. I realize
my fantasy was barely friendship bound
in need. There are those moments when your eyes
invade my thoughts, though hardly cause fo r gloom,
I've long forgot your visits to my room.
M ary Elien Beal
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Psych ic
Astrology
Taro t Card Readin~s
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1C Do You Wish To Know?:
1(1(1C ·
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What the year will bring you?;
Why your lover acts strange?;
Why you arc unl ucky?;
How soon will you make a change?; or
What you arc best adapted for?

:

1(1(

Let The Stars GUIDE You
Through Love & Business

.1,,

Plan now for upcoming events .
Available for spec ial events
and social gatherings .

"1'

Call for an appointment

!

783-2723 -
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O pen Daily 9all\ - 9pm
34 Center St reet
A uburn, Maine
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. Come join us at

Manchester Civic Club

___,.,--. ~It,.

PAPA JOE'S
207-623-4041

490 Chestnut St.

P.O. Box 1538

623-6477
Manchester. N.H. 03105

TE.NTH YE.AR FE.ST/VAL
CE.LE.BRAT ION
Labor Day Weet end Uu93 I -Sep 3)
Echo Lar t Camp • Poyntelle, Pa
(northeastern port of state)

Tenfln9 and Cabins ,
Concerts and Performances,
Videos, Crafts areas, Workshops
Act/vlfles , Games, Sw/mm1n9
and much more...
Celebrate our Tenth year with us/
For more Info SASE to: NEW l<R. P.O. 1101 2 I 7, Ntw Havtn, CT ObS I J

80 Water Street
Augusta, Maine

we· have no s _{rangerson~yfriery.ds
you haven't met

Mon · Fri 9-5
Eves. by appt.

Hair Styles fo r
Women and Men
69 Arsenal St.
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 623-5131

TUESDAY-SATURDAY: 7-1
·&.

II

Carl~ Place
Carl Duplissls
Owner/Stylist
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THE FILM FESTIVAL FILMS

The Maine International Gay and Lesbian Film Festival will be bringing to Portland this May over a dozen of the best gay
and lesbian feature length films that are
touring the major festivals in New York,
San Francisco and Chicago.
Among them is Genevieve Lefebvre' s
Le Jupon Rouge, a passionate love story
involving three women from widely different age and social backgrounds in Paris in
winter. The film explores desire, sensuality and possessiveneness, as well as disintegration, as the memories from the Nazi
camps are particularly torturous for one of
the women. Among the cast are MarieChristine Barrault, nomnated for an Academy Award for her performance in Cousin,
Cousine, and Alida Valli , who has worked
for forty years international ci nema with
many famou directors such as Hitchcock,
Bertolucci, and Carol Reed (The Third
Man, 1948).
Salut Victor! is a Candian film, (1988),
directed by Anne Claire Poirer which portrays a friendship between two older gay
men, completely unlike each other, who
meet in a nursing home. Philippe is a lifelong bachelor who has moved to a luxury
nursing home to quietly wait out the last
year of his life. Biri his solitary, languid
vigil is di srupted by the ex uberant and lifeloving Victor, mischief-maker of the nursing home who seeks the affection of Philippe. Thi s film is a curious gender mix of
female directing and screenwriting with a
gay male plot. Salut Victor! poses a wonderful contrast with West Germany's lesbian rendition of a simi lar plot -Elfi
Mike sch(Virgin Machine)'s early film,
What Shall We Do Without Death.
Historical settings include Looking for
Langston (Great Britain 1988), which uses
archival footage of the 1930s Harlem Renaissance and a reconstruction of Black gay
li fe, then and now. Director Isaac Julien

brings together the poetry of Langston
Hughes and Essex Hemphill in sensual
ways with images of dancing, flirtation,
and seduction. The film's lingering eroticism is framed by the pointed anger of its
poetic vision . Anoth~r powerful film of

historical sign ificance is Alexavdra von
Grote's Novembermoon, which portrays
a lesbian relationship involving a Jewish
lesbian during the Nazi Occupation of
France. No vembermoon is a large-budget
production, masterfully done, documenting Jewish oppression through the sacrifices and compromises required by friends
and family to protect the two lovers.
The festival will honor Director Bill
Sherwood, who died of AIDS in February

by showing his feature length film, Parting Glances. His film was included in
Premiere's list of the best films of the '80s,
and was described in the Village Voice as
"still the truest, fullest, fictional representation of gay life in the age of AIDS".
Sherwood is known not only for this, his
only feature length film, but also for refusing to direct " thirtysomething". A second
film , A Death in the Family, A New
Zealand film by Stewart Main and Peter
Wells is a compassionate and beautifully
filmed story of the ways in which Andrew 's
dying of AIDS at home brings together and
transforms the lives of five of his gay
friends. The film was made about the fourth
person to die of AIDS in New Zealand and
is marked by its minimal use of dialogue to
explore intense moments of intimacy as
well as its highly visual sets and creative
camera work.
A film by U.S. lesbian Amy Goldstein,
Because the Dawn, represents the latest in
the lesbian vampire genre. The vampire,
Marie, pursues a disheveled photographer,
Ariel in a Manhattan cemetery at dusk.
Ariel captivated by Marie who is seen at
first through her camera lens. Their relationship is set within the context of New
York City night life and has been described
as exquisitely erotic. For those who love
this genre, or simply love thinking about
why it has become a genre in le bian films,
Because the Dawn is well worth seeing.

Also planned for this year's festival, will
be Pedro Almod6var's Law of Desire, a
disturbing film about a jealous murder in a
love triangle. Almodovar, Spain's leading
gay director, is probably best known in the
U.S. for Women On the Verge ofA Nervous

Breakdown.
Despite their scarcity in cinemas throughout New England, there are a lot of gay and
lesbian films currently being made in the
U.S. and are available for distribution. For
instance, this year's festival in New York
presented seventy films, and New York's
experimental Lesbian and Gay Film Festi- /
val contained sixty-one films . Due to the
sexism and homophobia of the film distribution industry, gay and lesbian film festivals are one of the few viewing forums for
this work. Maine 's first festival is off to an
impressive start, committed to presenting
international films of high quality by gay
and lesbian filmmakers. The festival will
include seventeen-and-a-half hours of film
plus videos throughout the the weekend,
and is committed to presenting an equal
number of gay male and lesbian films.
Come out and take part in establishing
Maine's newest tribute to the gay and lesbian community!
Note : because ofpress deadlines, not all
film selections are final. See next month' s
Our Paper for complete schedule offilms .
-
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URGENT
FUNDING
REQUEST
37 Zions HiU
Dexter, ME 04930
207-924-3130
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Roberta A. Caswell ~
Mary Ellen Beal ~:

The Maine Health Foundatron Inc. must
have immediate funds to maintain the PNA
financial assistance fund.
The need is greater than available funds.
Please, send a check today.
Thank You
Maine Health Foundation, Inc. Box 7329 DTS
Portland, ME 04112
Name
Address

Amount Enclosed $
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THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW
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.
THE SQUARE CAFE

C.L.C.
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Coming
Out
to a
Theater
Near
You

•

I 990
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by Holly Valero

See special back page ad.
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WOODF ORDS

,

CJ~Qi
129 SPRING STREEi
PORTLAND , MAINE .
772-1374

DR. K AREN ) . D ANKO

D.C., N.D.

Naturopath & Wholisric Chiropractor

I can't stand it anymore. You win. I was
not born a lesbian , I became one. Yeah,
yeah, I know what I have been saying for
ye.ars - how no one in their right mind
would choose to be gay or lesbian in this
society- but I just can't lie anymore. It 's
a long, hard road to becoming gay and not
just anyone makes it.
It all started with the L.A.T. 's [the
lesbian equivalent of SAT's] in high school.
I did very well and was consequently recruited by several lesbian groups and institutions for further training. At the time, I
did not want to spend any more time in
school , so I opted instead to work at a radio
staition as a D.J. and just be a free-lance
lesbian. I would like to say that this is one
of those "local lesbian does good" stories,
but it isn't. It is tough to make it as a lesbian
on your own.
I gave it my best shot, but after several
years concluded that I really needed to get
serious about being a lesbian and stop
playing games. I fo und a small school Community Lesbian College [C.L.C.] in
Northeastern Pennsylvania - where I
could get the individual attention that I
needed. Financial aid was not a problem.
Community colleges are usually pretty
reasonable. Plus, I was working at a place
that had tuition reimbursement. I chose
Lesbian Science as my major, bought a pi le
of books, and took off for class.
I know a lot of you are thinking, "yeah,
right. Really tough major. What next,' Drive
~ rough Communications'?" Let me set

the record straight. Le bian Sciences is
tough . The core courses included: Principles of Homosexuality I & II, Advanced
Lesbian Concepts, Lesbian Logic, Sexual
Analysis, Introduction to Politics, Underground Networking, Homosexual History
I & II, and the dreaded Introduction to
Heterosexuality. Liberal studies included:
Lesbian/Gay ethics, Homosexual Terminology, Current Events, Lesbian Literature, Gay Literature, Radical Publication
Analysis, Psychology I & II, Intermediate
Lesbian Concepts, Legal Pitfalls in Abnormal Society, Safe Sexual Behaviors, Applied Slang, and Typing.
That was 2 years ago, I've just about
completed by first degree. I have three
more courses to finish this spring to graduate with an Associate Degree in Lesbian
Science this June. My grade average has
drifted between 3.9 and 4.0- pretty good
work into getting this degree . I've even
thought about going on for by Baccalaureate Degree in Lesbian Principles and
Operations. I'll probably take a break this
summer and then start working on it in the
fall.
I even know a woman who went on to
get her "Ms." Degree in Lesbianism and is
now working toward ..ii Doctorate! You
know, there have been times in my life
when I did not feel as secure as I do now. I
wasn't comfortable being a lesbian. Wasn ' t
sure that I was really a lesbian. I was one of
the lucky ones, however. I found C.L.C.
Now I know for certain ...

SUPPORT -rHOSE WHO SUPPORT US

Adults & Children
Acutl", Chroni..: & Wellness Care

Portland Chiropractic
Natural H,·alth C,·nt.:r
475 Stevens Ave.
l\,rtlanJ, ME 04103

(207) 772 -5131

DRAFTY WINDOWS DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
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dignit\J/mainc
PO Box 8113, Portland, Maine 04104
An organization of Gay and Lesbian Catholics
and their friends meets every Sunday at 5:30 pm
at the First Parish Church,
425 Congress Street in Portland, Maine.

To Reinforce our self-acceptance and sense of dignity
as people of God
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PRE-REGISTER NOW FOR
SYMPOSIUM XVII
The Maine Lesbian & Gaymen's
Symposium XVII will be held over
Memorial Day Weekend, Friday-Monday,
May 25-28, 1990, on the campus of Unity
College in Unity, Maine (a few miles northeast of Waterville).
Symposium is an annual gathering of
lesbians and gaymen from all over Maine
and eastern Canada for a weekend of workshops, speakers, dancing, and community.
If you' ve never attended Symposium, what
better way to begin the Gay & Lesbian '90s
than spending a weekend in Unity with
your sisters and brothers?! Don't miss out
on three days of laughter, sharing, and the
unique sense of community that develops
each year during this "island in time".
Our KEYNOTE SPEAKER this year is
STEPHEN FINN, a clinical psychologist,
author, and teacher at the University of
Texas. His speech is titled, "Our Living
Testimony: Lessons from Lesbians and
Gaymen for the World." Stephen says that
in listening to people's stories, he has distilled what he thinks are larger lessons for
living that exemplify lesbian and gay lives.
He will try to name those lessons for us and
what they have to Leach us and others.
APANELDISCUSSIONwill expound

on this subject, examining it from the perspectives of an openly gay teacher; a political activist; a mem berof the Portland youth
group, OUTRIGHT; the media; and a
mem berof the Quakerorganization, Friends
for Gay & Lesbi_an Concerns. The panel
will field questions and comments from the
audience.
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance will sponsor a TOWN MEETING, an
open mike peri09 to discuss concerns of the
community at the dawn of the 1990s.
A variety of WORKSHOPS are planned
on topics ranging from long-term relationships Lo health to ethics to political organizing to coming out - and many more.
Also, two nights of DANCING will be
offered: a night of contradancing with
caller Dave Lavoie, and a record dance with
DJ David Neill.
A FILM FESTIVAL and an ORGANIZATIONS FAIR will be held throughout
the weekend. We're also hoping to have a
BOOKSEUERatleastonedayduringSymposium.
PRE-REGISTER NOW !!!
HOUSING: A limitednumberofrooms
are available for on-campus lodging in
dormitories (double occupancy). If you
want to stay on campus, WE MUST RECEIVE YOUR RESERVATIONS BY MAY
. 9th. You will have to supply your own

linen, blankets, and pillow.
Unity College has also made available
a very limited number of cabins at a lower
cost, designed for parents with children, if
they wish. The cabins sleep four. There is a
common area in each cabin; no cooking
facilities are available, however. Families
who wish to take advantage of this option

are encouraged to MAKE RESERV A ·
TIONSNOW.
CAMPING ON CAMPUS: Unity
College has offered us on-campus camping
spaces. Campers will be assessed a camping fee, and may elect to buy the meal plan
or supply and prepare their own meals. ABSOLUTELY NO OPEN FIRES will be
permitted, but gas stoves or hibachis for
cooking are allowed.
MEALS: Arrangements have been
made for Saturday's breakfast, lunch, and
dinner, Sunday's brunch and dinner, and a
Monday continental breakfast at the closing plenary. If you want any of the meal
plans, WE MUST RECEIVE YOUR SELECTION BY MAY 9th. All meals will
include meatless dishes.
CHILD CARE is free, but we must
have your request by May 9th.
Your REGISTRATION FEE is your
admission to all events, including workshops, panel discussion, films, and dances.

MAINE
LESBIAN
&GAYMEN'S
SYMPOSIUM XVII
May 25-28. 1990. Unity College, Unity, Maine
featuring

STEPHEN FINN
Psychologist. Author. Teacher at the University of Texas
giving the Keynote Address.
Our Uving Testimony: Lessons from Lesbians and Gaymen for the World

PLUS

WORKSHOPS - PANEL DISCUSSION
ML/GPA TOWN MEETING
CONTRADANCING with caller DAVE LAVOIE
RECORD DANCE with DJ DAVID NEILL
FILMS - NEW GAMES - ORGANIZATIONAL FAIR
and MUCH, MUCH MORE!

HOW TO PRE-REGISTER

It's easy. Fill in the Pre-Registration
Form to the right, picking one of the Plans
A through G described in the top half.
Please fill in all the blanks and check all the
boxes that apply to you. You may choose to
pay the full amount of your plan when you
pre-register, but a minimum, non-refundable deposit is required to pre-register, as
follows:
PLAN A requires a $40 deposit
PLAN B requires a $35 deposit
PLAN C requires a $30 deposit
PLAN D requires a $25 deposit
PLAN E requires NO deposit; pay the
full amount when you arrive.
PLAN F requires a $20 deposit
PLAN G requires NO deposit; pay the
full amount when you arrive.
The balance of your tuition will be due
when you check in. Mail your PreRegistration Form and check (payable to
Symposium XVII) to:

SYMPOSIUM XVII
POB 536
ORONO, MAINE 04473
NON-PROFIT GROUPS& ORGANIZATIONS are encouraged to reserve free

display space at the Organizations Fair.
Please write to the above address today and
tell us what kind of display you'd like to set
up, from a simple stack of brochures to a
personal audio/video presentation. FORPROF/T BUSINESSES are also encouraged to display their goods or services. A
nominal fee will be charged.
A limited number of WORK EXCHANGE, reduced-price plans are available; write for information today.
The WORKSHOP committee is still
arranging topics! If you'd like to lead a
workshop, DON'T BE SHY! Please send a
description of your topic and a brief biography of yourself to the address above by
April 28th.

Moine Lesbian & Gaymen's

REGISTRATION IS SIMPLE .. .JUST PICK-A-PLAN!
PLAN A - 'The Full Package' - 3 nights lodging. 6 meals, registration - $85
PLAN B - 2 nights lodging, 5 meals, registration - $75
P•AN c- l night lodging, 4 meals, registration - $60
PLAN D - 6 meals, registration - $50
PLAN E - registration only - $20
PLAN F - Camping fee, 6 meals, registration - $60
PLAN G - camping fee, registration - $30

Send the Pre-Registration Form below by May 9 to

~

SYMPOSIUM XVII, POB 536, ORONO, MAINE 04473

-----------------------PRE-INSCRIPTION

SYMPOSIUM XVII

PRE-REGISTRATION

NAME/NOM,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M/F_ _
ADDRESSIE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOWN NIUE,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE/BAT/PROVINCE_ _ _ _ _.ZIP CODE POSTAL._ _ __
TELEPHONE._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I WISH TO REGISTER FOR/ Je veux faire /'inscription :

O PLAN A O PLAN B O PLAN C O PLAN D O PLAN E O PLAN F O PLAN G
I WILL NEED HOUSING/J'ourol besoln de /ogement:

O FRIDAY NIGHT O SATURDAY NIGHT O SUNDAY NIGHT
vendredl solr

samed soir

dlmanche solr

O NON-SMOKING ROOM

O NON-ALCOHOL ROOM

chambre non-fumeur

chambre sans a/cool

I WILL SHARE A ROOM WITH/Je partageral une chambre avec: - - - - - - - O SEND HOTEL/MOTEL INFORMATION/
Envoyez /es Information hotel/motel

CHILD CARE/ Le service de garder/e
NUMB.ER OF CHILDREN. _ _ _ __
Num€ro des enfants
AGES OF CHILDREN._ _ _ _ __
Leurs Oges
O FRIDAY
OSATURDAY
vendredi
samed
OSUNDAY
OMONDAY
Jund/
dimanche

O SEND OFF-CAMPUS CAMPING INFORMATION/
Envoyez /es Information de terrains dons
environs de la campus

SPECIAL NEEDS/ Besoins speciaux
O WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY
Access/blllte aux chaises roulants
O SIGNING FOR HEARING-IMPAIRED
Communication par signes pour /es sourds
O SIGHT ASSISTANCE/Assistance aux aveugles
. 0 OTHER/outre._ _ _ _ _ _ __

I ENCLOSE MY NON-REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT/J'o/ Inc/us un acompte non-remboursab/e
Plan A ($40)
Plan B ($35)
Plan C ($30)
Plan D ($25)
Plan F ($30)
Plans E and Gare payable at the door/payez l'entree.

a

AMOUNT ENCLOSED/Monont inc/us:
Make checks payable lo/Veuillez faire le cf'w?lque

(U .S.funds only/U.S.$ seulemenf)

a ordre de: SYMPOSIUM XVII

Mall form a payment to/ Envoyez la formu/e & la paiement

a

SYMPOSIUM XVII, POB 536, ORONO, MAINE 04473 USA
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Celebrating a Decade
Service to-The County\]
O

nee upon a time in the far
northern reaches of the State of
Maine, beyond the Katahdin
peaks, there were some very
happy people. They were so
happy that they called themselves gay. It was 1979, a full
decade since the Stonewall Rebellion in Greenwich Village,
the beginning of the modern
gay & lesbian liberation move
ment. Freedom of sexual expression was spreading across
the continent and around the
world. Clubs and organizations catering to every interest
were springing up everywhere
-bowling leagues, outdoors
groups, bridge clubs, political
action groups - a real rainbow
of activity. For the gay people
of the north, these types of
groups were a dream, something they only read about. But
this was soon to change.
In early December 1979,
three gaymen from the Saint

John Valley of Maine
sat by a woodstove to
keep warm. They
were in an old farmhouse in the border
~~'Tlra

tion was
born. On De
ber 15, 1979,
as paid on a post
x in Caribou, press
elea es were sent to the Bangor
'h News and the Saint John
Val Times, and a meeting was
announced.
The first membership
meeting was held in Van Buren
on January 27, 1980. Thirteen
men were in attendance - no

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'Ifie Mem6ers

of

?{prtliern Lam6aa ?{pre{
coraiaffy invite you to join us for our

'Tentfi Jlnniversary Cefe6ration
Saturaay, May ~ 1990, at tfie
Cari6ou Country Cfu6
6eginning at 8pm, Maine time.
P£eas'e ca££ 498-2088 for jurtfier infonnation.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Keeping Us Informed
It started as "Aroostook Lambda", became 'Northern
"Lambda Nord", and since March of 1981 has been known
as Communique'. We're talking about Lambda's 10-times
yearly newsletter which has been publishing continuously
since January '80. It's our forum for local news and opinions, the occasional cartoon, plus items of interest from
across the continent and around the world. Articles are in
both English and French. Publication began on a schooltype mimeograph, moved to a duplicator loaned to us by
one of the Lambs, and after NLN received the first-of-a-

women responded to
that first newspaper
announcement. The
group that gathered
that Sunday afternoon was about evenly
divided between Americans and Canadians,
between anglophones (English speaking) and francophones (French speaking).
,What was initially called
"Aroostook Lambda" was renamed Northern Lambda
Nord,. to best reflect both the
geography and linguistic diversity of the organization. Word
of the new group spread
quickly. Women became involved. Membership steadily
grew. And since that first
meeting, 256 different people
have carried a membership
card and have called themselves "Lambs".
Another decade has
passed. As we move into the
"Gay 90s", the people of Aroostook County (Maine), plus Madawaska, Victoria, and Carleton Counties (New Brunswick),
the members and friends of
Northern Lambda Nord, look
forward to further growth and
activity serving the lesbian-gaybisexual community of northern Maine and neighbouring
New Brunswick.

KEEP OUT!!
In 1952, during Lhe repressive McCarlhy era,
Section 212(A)(4) of Lhe U.S. Immigration &
Naturalization Service (INS) was adopted. It
excludes "persons afflicted wilh psychopalhic
personality, sexual deviation, or mental defect"
and has been used to exclude non-Americans
who identify Lhemselves as gay when entering
Lhis country.
Lambda's membership is drawn from
both sides of Lhe border, and Lhis exclusionary
policy affects us personally. In April 1980,
two Lambs honestly responded to U.S.
Customs Lhat Lhey were going lo a gay
meeting; Lhey were given "passes" which had
to be returned when Lhey left the U.S. Lambda
tries to keep our membership aware of Lhe CNS
rules. In June 1981 we passed a resolution
calling on our Members of Congress to work
for repeal of 2.12(A)(4). The law remains.

'7M I LE
Jan 3.80 - Announcements in
Bangor Daily News & Saint
John Valley nmes about

new group
Jan 27 .80 - 1st meeting in Van

Buren
Feb.80 - Name changed from

Aroostook Lambda to
Northern Lambda Nord
Mar.80 - Aroostook Mental
Health Center requests use
of NLN as referral
May 7.80 - Lamb interviewed
on Canadian French 1V
n etwork
May.80 - 1st NLN Public Service Announcement (PSA) on
radio
Nov 7-9.80 - Four Lambs
attend Canadian gay
conference, Halifax
Feb.81 - Lambda Nord helps
form Atlantic (Canada) Lesbian-Gay Association
(ALGA)
April.81 - Two Lambs appear
on talk show on only local
1V station, WAGM-1V,
Presque Isle
May 15-17.81 - NLN hosts
ALGA weekend
July.81 - Lending library,
BibUotheque Lambda.
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Gay-Lesbian
Phone line

:
:

!

207.498-2088

l

I The Gay-Lesbian Phoneline was establishe_d in Caribou in August, .
I 1982 with the fin ancial assistance of our friends from FLAG, FredencI ton Lesbians and Gays. It is staffed by volunteers every ~ednesd~y
I from 7-9pm local time; a machine handles calls at other times. It 1s
I listed under "Family Services & Counseling" on page 3 in the Aroos: took County white pages. Lambda's Phoneline is the only one of its
______
I kind in Maine . .;

------------------

:.

I
I
I
I
I
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ESTO N E 5'7
establis h ed with 25 books,
15 periodicals
Feb.82 - Create gian t
(20' x 20' x 12' high) snow
sculpture in front of
Caribou Police Stati,m
du ring Winter Carnival
Aug.82 - Gay-Lesbian
Phoneline established with
financial help from Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
(FLAG)
Aug.82 - First Aroostook
Faerie Frolic, camping-andfun men's m oun taintop
weekend
Feb.83 - Advertis emen t published in Caribou Winter
Carnival booklet
Fall.83 - Canada's Atlantic
Insight magazine includes
NLN in feature article about
gays
Dec.83 - Speakers Bureau
established with first presentations at Univ.Maine/
Presque Isle (UMPI)
Feb 24.84 - First advertisement
in UMPI s tudent newspaper
Oct 2l.84 - Members' Help
Fund established
Jan.85 - Legal Aid Fund established with local a ttorney

Jan.85 - 5th a nniversary party

a t Caribou Country Club
Mar.85 - NLN , Inc. receives

50l(c)3 s ta tus: all donations received are now taxdedu ctible
June 23.85 - Lamb vs. "Maine
Against Gays" founder
debate on WAGM-1V
Mar 4.86 - Caribou Country
Club refuses lo rent b uilding to NLN: we go lo local
media; Country Club
changes their mind
Mar.86 - Caribou Post Office
worker open s a nd returns
"pornographic" AIDS information: complaint filed with
Members of Congress;
Postmaster apologizes for
error. promises it won't
happen again.
April.86 -First advertisement in
new Aroostook County
tourist book
May 23-26.86 - NLN hosts
Symposium XIII at UMPI,
first time not held at
Orono/Bangor or Portland/
Gorham
Feb.88 - First a dvertisem en t in
new County quarterly,
Echoes

IN THE LIBRARY
Bibliotheque Lambda. NLN's lending library, was established in
July 1981. What began with 25 books and 15 periodicals has
grown to over 350 volumes and numerous magazines plus other
print resources. An estimated 150 more volumes are in boxes
waiting to be catalogued.

The Power of the Press
Belongs to Those Who Own One
The experiences of NLN with
regards to access to the local media echo
that statement. Depending upon the
editor, depending upon the words used,
newspapers may accept or reject public
announcements, classifieds, or display
advertisements.
Over the past decade Lambda
has submitted a variety of press releases
and paid advertisements to area weekly
newspapers in Madawaska, Caribou,
Presque Isle, Fort Fairfield, Loring Air
Force Base, and Houlton, and to our
daily paper in Bangor; our submissions
have been accepted only 30% of the
time. Some papers which rejected items
during the early '80s now accept them.
One paper which ini tially accep ted

notices now rejects them. Our most rewarding accep~ance ~as by the ~oring
AFB paper which pn:1'ted two ~1splay
ads for the Gay-Lesbian Phonelme.
Before the Reag~n years, FCC
rules mandated local radio ~d _TV t~
serve the varied constituenaes m their
region. Now, anything goes. Lambda's
Public Service Announcements (PSAs)
have met with varied success. One
radio station has been extremely ':'°operative; another has called the police to
keep us from trying to talk wi~h the
manager about his refusal to air our
PSA. Our one local TV stati~n in
Presque Isle has refused to air any of
the '.ive PSAs we ob~ined from the
National Gay & Lesbian Task Force.

Oct.88 - NLN included in

Gay-Lesbian Phoneline 498-2088"
Feb 10. 90 - 10th anniversary
dinner party
Feb 28. 90 - Building Fund
Committee formed to explore establishment of
central community center
for office, library,
Phoneline, meeting & party
space
May 5. 90 - 10th anniversary
party, Ca ribou Country
Club. Everyone invited!!

Loring Air Force Base
fundraising drive for nonprofit groups
Jan 18.89 - Caribou Chamber
of Commerce weekly news
item includes Phoneline
among area resources
May 26-29.89 - NLN hosts
Symposium XVI at UMPI
Nov .89 - Loring AFB weekly
newspaper, Limelite, prints
display ads for "Straight
Answers to Gay Questions /
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Most Lesbians in Maine Name their Vehicles; Poll Re.veals Sur1prising Results
by R. J. Clutchplate
short biking season prohibited proper
owner/vehicle bonding.
Automobile owners were the most likely
to apply traditional lesbian themes to their
cars' names. Sappho was the most popular
name, with 38% of readers responding,
22% of readers used varill.tions on a current
New Age theme - Crystal, Amethyst.
Beryl, and Carnelian. Seventeen percent
called their autos Safe Sex; 12% Rita Mae;
and 9% favored astrological signs.
Among the zodiac fans, the most often
cited names were Virgo and Libra; the least
often cited were Scorpio and Pisces; no one
mentioned Leo or Capricorn.
The remaining 20% of responses were
unique or intriguing. For example, one car
owner wrote that she used to have a 1964
Cadillac Eldorado named Dworkin, which
she later traded in for an '8 1 Toyota Tercel
named Daddy.
Owners of trucks and vans were the
most consistent in their responses, with
92% claiming that they named their vehicles after former lovers. DlM editors
were uncertain why this would be the case,
theorizing that perverse sentimentality was
the probable cause. Of the remaining 8%
of truck and van owners, many had not

One of the most obscure publications in
Maine, Downeast lesbian Moto,week ,
has just announced the results of its annual
"Readers' Poll." The poll, which was
printed in last week's issue of the magazine, was answered by 63 readers.
Interestingly, OLM claims its has a circulation of only 17.
Each year, Downeast l esbian Motorweek runs a poll based on a different theme.
In past years, readers were surveyed on
their favorite ritual s for oil changes, tune
ups, and radiator flushings; their most often purchased car and truck air fresheners ;
their favorite cassette tapes for travel li stening; and most often performed sexual
acts while driving.
This year, the magazine asked its readers, " What do you name your vehicles?"
Answers were solicited in five categories, including Automobiles, Trucks and
Vans, Fann Vehicles, Motorcycles, and
Other.
The results surprised the editors. All
the respondents claimed that they named
their autos, while all but six had names for
their trucks, vans, or farm vehicles. Motorcycle owners were the least likely to have
named their bikes, claiming that Maine 's

named their vehicles, but some of the names
cited were One Day at a Time, Sweetheart.
Full Moon, Djuna, Orangina . and Vanna.
Farm vehicle names were mostly literary, sports oriented , or reminders of l 960's
nostalgia. Twenty percent of readers who
own tractors, ploughs, or other agricultural
vehicles do not bother to name them , claiming that they are fa r too tired at the end of
the day to have sex or name their vehicles.
Of the: 80% who have named these vehicles,. the favorites included Virg inia ,

Emma ( Bol'Ory orGoldman ),Audre, Billie
Jean , Cannabis , and Patchouli.
One reader asked , " Is a back hoe a farm
vehicle!?" If so, I call mine Big Fist .
Although lesbian bikers rarely bother
to endow their motorcycles with names,
those who do choose extremely colorful
labels, including Dildo, Yiddish Mama ,

Suzy Brite, Joan Jet , BaMoman, Vitamin
B, Cher, and Ten Of Swords.
In 1the Other category, a large number
mentioned that they named their watercraft. Canoes, kayaks, rubber rafts, inner
tubes, and even jet skis carried names like

Tamarack, Water Lily, 0/dsquaw. Sea
Otter, Moosehead. and Anemone.
Two readers said they owned snowmo-

biles but did not name them because showing personal affection for these vehicles is
frowned upon by local snowmobile clubs.
Two other readers remarked that the y
owned all -terrain vehicles but sold them
after joining the Sierra Cluo.
Although the poll only applied to motorized vehicle , several readers said they
named their hiking boots, running shoes,
mountain bikes, or Nordic Tracks.
One reader evidently misunderstood the
question entirely and replied, " I don ' t eat
dairy products."
The social and scientific implications
of the poll are uncleaL OLM editors avoid
applying any significance to the results of
their annual surveys, but many lesbians
feel that the magazine is playing an important role in documenting some of the lesser
known aspects of rural New England lesbian culture.
At a recent women ' s dance in the Mid
coast area, several copies of the poll were
circulated. One lesbian was heard to remark, "Only the dykes from away name
their vehicles. A native wouldn't be caught
dead with a name for her car or pick-up! "
The poll was funded by OLM lifetime
sub criber Elizabeth Taylor.

Briarwynde
typesetting • printing • proofreading • design

15 Main Street
Belfast, ME
338-2795

Come to Briarwynde and let us help you design
your letterhead, envelopes and business cards
We can help with all your printing needs!

Serving the Community
Mon. - Sat. 7 AM-3 PM Sun. Brunch 9 AM - 2 PM
Next to the Fertile Mind Book Store

Atop Munjoy Hill • 101 Congress Street • Portland

773-8251 • Fax: 774-0775
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Lillian Allen
Rochel Bagby
Heather Bishop
Brandy, Fineberg, Watkins
Cossleberry-Dupree
Alix Dobkin & Lavender Jone
Dione Ferlotte
Koy Gordner
Margo Gomez
Hattie Gossett
Judy Grahn
Barbaro Higbie
Julie Homi

15 16 17 18 19
Helen Hooke
Connie Koldor
Kitka
Manor Bross
June Millington
Musico Femino
Holly Near
Faith Nolan
Phronc
Allowyn Price
Vicki Randle
Rhiannon
RhythMissCity

W.W.T.M.C. Box 22 V.Ulhollo Ml 49458
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LOSE SOME
WAIT.

.,.

Catherine Romo
Ranch Romance
Assor Santano & Chomel No. 6
Belinda Sullivan
Sowogi Toiko
Nono Simopoulos
Judy Sloon
Sharon Still
Sweet Honey In The Rock
Lindo Tillery
Adrienne Torf
Two Nice Girls
The Washington Sisters
Koren Williams

TAX REFUNDS

IN 113 THE USUAL TIME.

As an enrolled agent in the Electronic Filing Program,
we can prepare and electronically file,
or simply electronically file your Tax return .
The advantage is that business or personal refunds
will be received in 2 or 3 weeks with the option
of Direct Deposit or the check being mailed to you.

C

& R BUSINESS
CONSULTANTS
Rita Cote, Accountant

RR ii' 1, Box 104A, West Buxton, Maine 04093 (207)929-6344
Office Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8:30am-8:00pm. Fri: 8:30am-4:30pm.
__ _ __!
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Wednesday, April 4

Singer/Songwriter Pam Jenkins debut in
the lesbian/gay music community. Pam
has toured professionally across the U.S.
and Europe. Her combination of jazz and
blues, vocals and instrumentals (Pam plays
the saxophone and flute), are well suited
for a quiet evening of music listening in
Portland. Join Pam Jenkins and guest singer
at Entre Nou , Spring St., in Portland. No
Cover Charge.

Thursday, April 5

Robert Fulghum, author of the two
best ellers, All I Really Need to Know I
Learned in Kindergarten and It Was On
Fire When I Lay Down On It will provide
an evening of entertainment and enlightenment at the University of Southern Maine
on Thur day.April 5, at7:30PM . Fulghum ,
who was a parish rmnister for 25 years and
has worked as a singing cowboy, IBM
salesperson, bartender and folk singer, was
recently selected as one of the 25 most
intriguing people of 1989 by People magazine. Tickets are $12 in advance and $14 at
the door. Special rates are available for
groups of 10 or more and senior citizens.
For more information contact the Department of Community Programs, University
of Southern Maine, 68 High Street, Portland. Telephone (207) 874-6500 or 7804510.
Saturday, April 21

PRIME TIMERS, an organization
for older gay males. Monthly meeting,
Saturday, April 21 1990, from 2 to 4 PM at

R

.Lindemann Health Center, 25 Staniford
Street, Boston. Speaker: Congressman
Barney Frank of Newton . Refreshments,
socializing. $1 . Visitors welcome. For
further information, write to D. Bourbeau,
604 Tremont Street, Boston, MA 021181605.
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music. The planning meetings are open to
all and will continue twice a month till the
day of the march. The May issue of OUR
PAPER will announce the finalized schedule. If you, your group, or your business
would like to participate in any way, you
can attend any planning meeting or contact
the committee by calling (207) 883-6934.

GALA • UMaine
The Gay and Lesbian Alumnae/i UMaine will be holding an organizational
meeting on Saturday, April 28 , from 2-5
PM at the First Pari h Unitarian Universalist Church, 425 Congress Street, Portland.
The agenda will include discu sion of
propo ed by laws and adoption of a final
draft, election of pro-term officers (to take
care of business until Homecoming business meeting), discus ion of hort and long
range goals and objectives, and fund rai ing opportunities.
For more information, write to: GALAUMaine, P.O. Box 536, Orono, Maine
04473-0000, or phone (207) 774-0712 ask for Michael.
Saturday, June 2

Saturday, June 2, has been chosen as
the date for Portland's Fourth Lesbian,
Gay, and Bisexual Pride Day. A group of
individuals representing a cross-section of
the Portland area Lesbian and Gay community met in early March to consider planning the event. There wa a sentiment to
enlarge Pride Day to include not only the
March, but additional events covering the
entire weekend. Tentatively planned are a
Friday night pre-march rally, a brunch the
morning of the march, a dance following
the march, a Sunday morning bicycle tour
and a picnic at Fort Williams park with

Friday, June 22-24
Fourth
Annual
GOLDEN
THREADS Celebration will take place
on June 22-24, 1990 at the Holiday Inn in
Provincetown, Massachusett . Lesbians
from all over the United States, many from
Canada and other countries, will converge
in Provincetown to celebrate what they are
and their age, whatever that is.
The highlight of the celebration will be
a banquet, followed by the internationally
known folk inger and Lesbian entertainer,
Alix Dobkin. The evening's fe tivities will
conclude with dancing. During the weekend, rap sessions will be offered.
In exi stence since 1985, GOLDEN
THREADS is a worldwide network of
Lesbians over 50, and women who are
interested in older women - no Lesbian is
excluded. A contact publication, GOLDEN
THREAD~. is published four times a year.
It list many self-descriptions of Lesbians,
resources, book reviews and an editorial ,
which addresses the interests and concerns
of the older Lesbian.
For more information please contact:
Christine Burton, GOLDEN THREADS,
P.O. Box 3177, Burlington, VT 054010031.

Ruth Ann Schrage

EMERGENCE

INTER NATIONAL
CHRISTIA SCIE Tl . f ~ , IJ PPORTI G
L ESBIA . A D GAY M E .

773-81 02
in the Old Port

Emerge!, a healing journal of EM ERGE CE
Internati onal, Christian Scienti sb supporting
les bi an!) and gay men. For ubsc ripti on and
in fo rmation wri te P.O. Box 581, Kentfie ld , CA
9491 4, or call (4 15) 485- 188 1.

Custom Designed Business Cards • Logos • flyers
Illustrations • Hand Lettered Poems
Medicine Shields

*

Reasonable Rates - Bartering Considered

·1

~

·
Legal Counsel

P.O .B . 331 Mt. Ephraim Road

Searsport, Maine 04974

207 548-6689

CatalogS 1.50

P.O. Bos 365, West-Rockport.Maine 04865

207.594--0694

W Udcrafted and organically grown herbal re media. Herb walks,
slldahows, workshop9 and Flower Enence ConsidtatloM.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Attention All Artists

FUND RAISING CAMPAIGN

Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services
(MASS) is announcing its major fundraiser for the 1990 fiscal year. MASS, a
non-profit United Way Agency of the
greater Bath/Brunswick area, will celebrate its third anniversary this spring. To
mark this anniversary, MASS will begin its
biggest fund-raising event ever. One of the
MASS volunteers, Paul Fuller, will hike
the Appalachian Trail (2, 130 miles) between April 8 and mid-August. MASS will
be securing pledges from individuals,
.churches, schools, businesses and fraternal
organizations to raise money as Mr. Fuller
donates his time and energy hiking the
trail.
Mr. Fuller, an antique dealer whose shop,
Aaron & Hannah Parker is located in
Wiscasset, will be fulfilling a life-long
dream by walking the Appalachian Trail.
He will be responsible for all of his own
...._ expenses, insuring that all of the pledge
money will go to MASS . Mr. Fuller has
been a member of MASS since he participated in the very first Buddy Training
Program in 1988. During these two years,
Mr. Fuller has been very active in the
Buddy Program working with several AIDS
patients.
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services
provides the Buddy Program for the entire
state. The Buddy Program takes volunteers, trains them and then pairs these volunteers to a person with AIDS (PW A) as an
emotional support for the PW A. Currently
MASS has Buddy groups in Portland,
Brunswick, Bath, Rockland, Augusta and
Bangor. In additional to the Buddy Program, MASS provides educational services on AIDS to the local communities. ·
Also, MASS has support groups for people
with HIV disease, family and friends of
people with AIDS and a bereavement group
for those who have lost someone to AIDS .
The MASS offi ce is open daily for infor. mation and to answer questions concerning AIDS.
If you are intere ted in sponsoring Paul
Fulleron his hi ke of the Appalachian Trail ,
or if you would like any information on the
many program MASS offers, you may
contact the office at 725-4955 during nor<( mal busine s hours.
ti

.

,,

***
The Attorney General's Consumer and
Antitrust Division is recruiting new volunteer consumer complaint mediators.
Volunteers will mediate consumer complaints over the phone or by mail in the
Attorney General ' s Augusta office. The
Attorney General thoroughly trains its
mediators in consumer law and mediation
techniques. Mediators are asked to volunteer approximately six hours a week on a
schedule convenient to them. During 1989,
the Consumer Mediation Service recovered $352, 170 for Maine consumers. If
you are intere ted in joining this fall's
mediator class, plea e call James McKenna or Gladys Gugan at (207) 289-3661.
Our class begins Monday, April 9, 1990.\

***

Here's a call to all artists interested in
showing their work at Symposium at the
end of May. It appears that the art gallery at
Unity College will be unoccupied and
available for interested artists to hang a
show of art work during Symposium. This
show will be completely beyond the reach
of the Helms mind-control patrol, so prepare your best.
Unity College is unable to in ure your
work nor can Symposium cover such costs.
To enter works you will have to sign a
waiver that indicates that you understand
that neither Unity College nor Sympo ium
XVII will be responsible for damage to,
los of, or theft of your artwork. Each artist
may desire to insure her/his own art work .
To help protect the works the gallery will
be locked except at time when one or more
artis11s agree to be in the gallery.
If you are interested, please contact
Ben Liles (Dept. of Botany, Deering Hall,
University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469,
(207) 581-2973) as soon as possible to let
him know that you will be sending or
bringing works to Symposium and how
many. All works are due at Unity College,

(Unity, ME 04988) by Thursday, May 24,
1990, and must be framed and ready for
hanging. The show will be hung (if you'll
pardon the expression) the following day.
Volunteers to help hang the show are quite
welcome.

•

' <

***
Battered Women ' s Project seeks school
outreach coordinator and children's advocate - work with area schools - develop and
implement dome tic violence curricula.
Position requ ires direct crisis services to
women - commitment to the empowerment of womt::n and children. Preferred
experience includes teaching, community
outreach work and knowledge of domestic
violence. 40 hrs/week - Salary $16,000.
Good benefits. Send resume by April 6,
1990 to New Hope for Women, P.O. Box
642 , Rockland, ME 04841 . E.O .E .
(Cl6P05).
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Dungeons and Dragons Novice pl ayer
wants to join or start a gay/lesbian D&D
group. Looking for some fun and fri endship. Thi s is a serious ad. Write to Advertiser# 151 , c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box I0744,
Portland, Maine 04104-0000. (CI 4P04 ).
Bi White Male Mid 40's, wants to find
muscular male masseur for weekly rub
downs and/or body therapy. Can you model
for me also send best way to contact. Write
to Adverti ser# 181 ,c/oOUR PAPER, P.O.
Box 10744, Portland , Maine 04104.
(C26P05).
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GM 32 poet/runner/liberal looking for
intellectual handsome athletic man. Offers
same. Portland to Augusta preferred. Write
to Advertiser # 172, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 10744, Portland , Maine 04104.
(C21P04).

GWF looking for same. I am 56, honest,
enjoy music, T.O., dinning at home as well
as out, conversation, trips. Must be interested in fairs. I have a car and camper. I live
a quiet life and would like to share it with
same. Friendship could develop into a relationship. I live ! 6 miles north of Auburn,
Maine. Write to Advertiser# 166, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine
04104. (C20PIO).

21 - MALE PERSONALS

SM lonely in prison seeks a penpal. Steve
Meyers, 17 Malli son Falls Road, Windham, ME 04062. (C21P03).

Portland 30's GM, active in the arts, intense, gentle, meditator, seeks creative,
reasonably secure companion to share life 's
challenges, humor, emotional honesty,
intellectual curiosity, culture, nature, quiet,
non-motorized, non-tv-oriented recreation
without drugs or smoking. Write to Advertiser# 173, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box I 0744,
Portland, Maine 04104. (C21P04).
GWM385'1" 125 lbs, fair looking. Looking for that monogamous relationship.
Honest. Call Bob (207) 273-2618 .
(C21P04).

2 Womyn looking for 3rd to share beautiful house in South Portland. Great backyard outlined by a ring oftrees. Chem free,
fun , honest, supportive.Wood heat. $266+.
Call and leave message. (207) 799-5669.
(C25P04).

GWF SO's enjoys nature, dancing, hiking,
skiing, bowling, most all sports. Also traveling, sight-seeirig. Seeks mature women
to share
and friendship. Write to Advertiser# 174. c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, Maine 04104. (C20P04).

GWM 31 5'6" 145 lbs, Nonsmoker, dark
hair, brown eyes (Italian), seeking a monogamous relationship with a straight acting regular guy, under 35 years old, ave/
good looking in Southern Maine or NH.
Write to Advertiser# 185, c/o OUR PAPER, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine
04104. (C21P05).

\

(

20 - FEMALE PERSONALS ·
Prof LF 28, 180 lbs, dark hair and eyes,
living near Farmington enjoys evening
walks, dancing, ~ining, thunderstorms,
music , films, poetry, psychology, the coast,
scrabble and weekend jaunts, seeks mature, honest, honorable, sensitive woman
of any age. Write to Advertiser# 165,.c/o
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104. (C20P04).
Lesbian couple looking for other couples
for friendship, outings, camping, hiking,
cookouts, cards, etc. Portland to Augusta
area. Write to Advertiser# 163, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine
04104. (C20P04).

-- -·

GWF 21 ATTRACTIVE likes the outdoors, dancing and the arts. Seeks womn of
similar attributes 18-25 yrs, Chem Free, for
possible relationship. Write to Adverti ser#
159, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104. (C20P04 ).

GWF 40's looking for sincere and honest
GWF for friendship or relationship. Enjoy
various activities and quiet times. Not into
playing head games. Write to Adv~rtiser #
170, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104. (C20P04).

Looking for roommate to share my home.
$250.00, also looking for that right person.
Must be honest. Call (207) 273-2618.
(C25P04).

....

GWF Late 30's very outgoing good sense
of humor seeks GWF 28 to 38 to share fun
times and friendship . Enclose photo. Write
to Advertiser# 162, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104 .
(C20P04).

West End Townhouse: three bedrooms
(plus office space), beautiful fireplace, 2
· baths, off street parking and garage, W/0,
hardwood floors. $975/mo plus utilities.
Call : 773-0330. (CI 5P04 ).

Two actively.recovering women seeking
3rd to share our 3 BR apartment in USM
area. We are chem free, responsible and
responsive to others needs. Rent $225/mq
+utilities. No smoking, No pets, Sec. Dep.
Call (207) 773-5385. Ask for Pam or Li sa.
(C25P04)

-- --
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fun

GWM 30 seeks Mr. Right. Enjoys music,,
long walks, romance, mountains and the
stars. Seeking honest sincere soul mate
with good sense of humor to share it all.
Help me end the search. Write t9 Adverti ser #160, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. (C2 I P03).
WINTER BOSTONIAN, SUMMER
MAINER. A GWM, sober professional,
45 years young. Seeking that very special
someone who is young at heart, ambitious
and adventurous, and open to a loving
friendship and. perhaps a relationship of
permanence. There IS life beyond Portland! And, · I'd enjoy sharing it with a
similarGWM, summers and winters! Write
to Advertiser# 180, c/o OUR PAPER, P.O.
Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104.
(C21P07).

{.

I am a GWF 40, and searching for you ••.
You are intelligent, mature, gentle, aware.
You read extensively, have a burning curiosity about this world and it's people.
You 're enthusiastically living your life yet
know joy could be doubled if shared. You
don't play head games, knowing there's
enough pain in this world already. Perhaps,
like me, you' re overweight and hesitant to
risk rejection. I dream of you while I walk
the beach, pour through bookstores, listen
to music; I'd like you by my side. Please
write. Write to Advertiser# 175, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine
04104. (C20P05).
Must I stoop to advertising? Obviously
yes, as I can't seem to meet any single
lesbians like myself. I'm in my early 30's,
love cats, the outdoors, music , quiet times,
travel , sports, and much more. I am honest,
affectionate and shy. I'm heavy-set, strong,
with wonderful blue eyes. Non-smoking,
drug free, non-closeted, occasional drinkers only please. Write to Advertiser# 171 ,
c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104. (C20P04).

Unusual GWM, 37, attractive Mediterranean, short dark hair (thinning), brown
eyes, 5 '9", 145 lbs., seeks handsome loverfriend. My interests are only pleasure fine art, food, music, books, and pas·sionate, vigorous love-making. You must be
clean, honest, and warm with a sense of
humor. No Wierdos!! Write to Advertiser
# 182, c/o OUR PAPER, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. (C2 I P05).
Male Mid 40's looking for male to give
him massage once per week for relaxation.
Rub my muscles erase tension, also interested in indoor exercises. Write to Advertiser# 183, c/oOurPaper, P.O. Box 10744, ,
Portland, Maine 04104. (C21P05).
GM 36, 5' 10", br/bl, 185 lbs., Intelligent,
sensitive, humorous . Likes cl music, cinema, conversation. Seeks serious relationship, mid-state area but would travel for the
right person. Write to Advertiser# 184, c/
o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104. (C21P06).

GWM 28, 5'8" , 165 lbs, nonsmoker,
straight acting but (in accordance with new
year's resolution) not hiding in the closet.
Loves: classical and folk music, movies,
running, exploring Maine. I' m nice, sensitive, attractive and intelligent and would
like to meet a man of similar age and
attributes. I live and work in Portland.
Write to Advertiser# 150, c/o Our Paper,
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104.
(C21P03).

23 - BISEXUALS
Feminine bi-lady 39 seeking same to share
friendship and private pleasures. If you are
a trim lady 25-45 who enjoys walks talks
lunch nature, please write. May wish to
include caring sensitive husband on occasion. Write to Advertiser# 161 ,.c/o Our
Paper, P .O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine
04104. (CXXP04).

Continued on page 17
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NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A D D R E S ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~
CITY
'STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __
AD CATEGORY

NUMBER OF MONTHS: - - - - - - -

DO YOU WISH AN ADVERTISER NUMBER FOR MAIL TO BE FORWARDED TO YOU ANONYMOUSLY? _ _ _ (Add 12.00J

FIRST LINE PRINTED IN BOLD LETIERS (Unless Otherslze Specified)

DEADLINE: Third Monday of each month.
COST:
$1 .00/line for personal ad
$2.00/line for business ad•

•(ff you deriw reguler lflC- from,...,_ IO Id)

Bullrwee lldwrtl. . . lhould coneuH ow Act SelNper9on and
recelw • frN d...m.d ad with chplay ad.

AJ clasalled Ilda rru11 be pnipald prior to ptb(lcatlon. OUR PAPER accepta no llablNty for any raason for h !allure to print 1111 ad or
for any8ITOIS llppNring beyond thecostol theadvertlllfTWll. OUR PAPER,__ the right to edl or rejactany ad. Mal COl11>ialed
form to OUR PAPER. Clanllled Ad Dap&"lm8nl, PO Box 1074-4, Porttand, Miine 04104.
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Continued from page 15

BISEXUALS
BISEXUAL Married Couple with Children living in Northern Maine, looking to
meet bi/lesbian/gay people (couples or
individuals) to spend weekends with here or there (even Portland is OK). Write
to Advertiser# I 58. c/o Our Paper, PO Box
I07 44, Portland. Maine 04104. (C25P04 ).

23 -BUSINESS SERVICES
Maine Home Search Inc., Gloria S. Krellman. Buying? Selling? Dreaming? Person
to Person Real Estate Vi sits to Your Home
Anywhere in Maine to Di scuss your Real
Estate Needs. (207) 442-7061. (C24PXX).
List #27 - Listings Of Publications of ·
interest to gay men. Write: N.P.G. Listings
- #27 , RR 2, Box I I, Fontanelle. Iowa
50846-9702 . .(C23PXX).
Housecleaner needed by lesbian household. Monmouth area. Discretion required.
Write to Advert~er # 164, c/o Our Paper,
P.O. Box I0744, Portland, Maine 04104.
(C23P04).
~
•

Avena Botanicals, P.O. Box 365, West
Rockport, Maine 04864, (207) 594-0694.
Send _$1 .50 for catalog. Wildcrafted and
organically g rown herbal remedie s.
Herbwalks. slide shows. workshops and
Flower Essence Consultations. Deb Soule,
Herbalist.(C92PXX).
FREE REM DATE LISTING Hot Steamy
Love Now and Forever. Call Ron. (207)
. 439-4680. (C26P02).
No job too small. I do cabinets-paintingfini sh work and decks. Debi Gill. (207)
442-7022. (C23P04).
Black Cat Landscaping and Carpentry.
Theresa Tenney, President. (207) 773-2694.
5 Years Experience. (C24PXX).
Carls' Place Hair Styles of Women and
Men , 69 Arsenel Street, Augusta, Maine
043 30-0000. (207) 623 -5 13 1. Mon-Fri 95. Evenings by Appointment.
TAO, 372 Fore Street, Old Port, Portl and,
Maine (207) 77 3-6884. Open seven days a
week. Tao has new items from Suliwasi,
Lombo , Kalimantan, Samatra, Java, and
Iran Jaya. (C24PXX). .
D.S. Lillet Fancy Flowers. 468 Fore Street,
Portl and , Ma in e (2 07 ) 772- 388 1.
(C24PXX).
Aural Gratification

Important gay and lesbian leaders
talk about critical issues on audio cassettes
recorded by OUR PAPERS reporter John
Zeh make great listening. Commuting,
jogging, relaxation , or completing chores
become educational! Great gifts for arm
chair activ. ists and in-depth coverage fo r
OUR PAPER readers. For catalog, send $2
(applied to first order), address, & phone to
Capital Coverage Cassettes, 1455 Chapin
St. NW, Washington, DC 20009-45 10.
(C23 P05).
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24 - PROFESSIONAL
The Feminist Health Care of Portsmouth
provides counseling and information for
individuals interested in HIV antibody
testing. Services are provided on a walk-in
basis Monday nights 5-6:30, or by appointment on Tuesday afternoons. Peer counselors are available. Counseling and testing
services are client-sensitive and ANONYMOUS. $ 15 fee. 559 Portsmouth Ave. ,
Greenland , New Hampshire. (603) 4367588. (C23PXX).
Dr. Karen Danko Hot istic Chiropractor &
Naturopath . Acute, Chronic and wellness
care. Adults and Children. 475 Stevens St.,
Portland. (207) 772-5131. (C23PXX).
Victoria Zavasnik, Ph.D. Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor. Back Cove Counseling Center. 527 Ocean Avenue, Portland , Maine 04103. (207 ) 775-6598.
(C23PXX).
HIV Antibody Counseling and Testing,
Voluntary - Anonymous - Low Cost. The
AIDS Project offers trained counselors to
answer your questions and address your
concerns about possible infection with the
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).
To schedule a counseling session call : (207)
774-6877 daily from 9- 1.2; 1-5. Monday
and Wednesday Evenings between 6-9PM.
Saturday I0-1 . NOTE: Counseling & Testin g is done by appointment only.
(C23PXX).
SYMBOLIC WEDDINGS for Gays and
Lesbians performed by traveling non-denominational minister. Confidential. Respond to Ms. Evelyn, Box 1022, Waldoboro, ME 04572 or call (207) 832-6271 .
(C23PXX ).
Jane Rosenblum , RN, BSN, counseling
women on relationship issues, women who
love too much, childhood abuse, incest,
rape and sexual assault..Individual , couples
and famil y counseling. (207 ) 443-3405 .
(C23PXX).
Building a More Positive Gay Identity a
support group for gay men , dealing with
issues of coming out as an ongoing process, self-esteem, social pressures, and personal growth. Wednesday evenings , from
5:30-7 :30. To apply, phone (207) 7721307. (C23PXX).
Bellville Counseling Associates of Maine
announcing groups with openings fo r: Gay
men dealing with co-dependency, ACOA,
sex ual abuse and addiction issues; Men
and women dealing with sex and love
addiction issues. 8 Stanwood Street, P.O.
Box 186, Brunswick, Maine 04011 -01 86.
(207) 729-8727. (C23 PXX) .
Lesbian feminist, Ph.D., 40's starting
support group/network in Turner. S. Paris.
L-A area. Incl ude phone# and address.
Write: Network, PO Box 352, Turner,
Maine 04282. (C20P04).
Judith Lippa MSW Licensed Clinical
Soc ial Worke r, fo r Counseling and Psychother.apy. Indiv iduals. Couples, Fami lies. Groups. 142 High Street. Sui te 423,
Portland. Maine 04 10 1-0000 (207 ) 7731235. (C23 PXX ).

Polarity Therapy, Willow Femmechild,
R.N. Bodywork to balance life energies for
healing and well-being. Portland, Maine.
(207) 874-2932. (C23PXX).
Paulette Massari, M.S.W., A.C.S.W.,
Specializing in Adult Children of Alcoholics Issues. Training, Consultation, Employee Assistance. Office Hours by Appointment. Alcohol and Drug Prevention
Services. 7 Red Coat Lane, Sanford (207)
490-1295, and Kittery Business Center,
Route 236, Kittery, Maine (207) 439-5540.
(C23PXX).
Karen J. Ludwig, M.DIV. Feminist Pastoral Counseling and Therapy. I Hambleton Avenue, Brunswick, Maine 04011 0000 (207) 725 -5399. (C23PXX).
Lisa S. Bussey, 1\1.A., C.E.D.T, Professional Counseling Individual and Group
Therapy. 232 St. John Street, Suite 220,
Port~and, Maine 04102-0000. (207) 775-7927. (C23PXX).
Miles D. Ftieden Legal Counsel, P.O.
Box 331 Mt. Ephraim Road, Searsport,
Maine 04974 -0000. (207 ) 548-6689.
(C23PXX).

Jlobea Lightfoot CPA. (207) 797-0466.
(C23PXX).
Frederick B. Wolf, M. DIV., S.T.D.,
Pastoral Counsellor. 477 Congress Street,
Suite 1003, Portland Maine 04101-0000.
(207) 772- 1°307. (C23PXX).

36- NEWS AND INFO
GAY /LESBIAN RADIO - List of stations
with music, news, features for us! Send $1
+ SASE to: RADIO, 1455 Chapin St., NW,
Washington DC 20009-4510. (C27P08).
BARNEY FRANK GETS FRANK.
Congressman Frank delivered a."State of
the Gay and Lesbian Union" address to 20year-old Washington Gays. For an Audio
Cassette, send $6 to: Capital Coverage,
1455 Chapin Street NW, Washington DC
20009-4510. (C27P08).
HELP ADOLESCENTS achieve responsive, fair schooling. New study discloses
25 ways gay and lesbi an teens can get
better treatment from peers and adults at
school. Send $5 to: STUDENTS, 1455
Chapin Street NW., Washington DC 200094510. (C27P08).

GM's/GF's •• Meet your personals at
Ravens, Portland's newest gathering spot.
Music, conversation, drink specials, an
lots of free parking. Ravens, 137 Kennebec St., Off Marginal Way between
Hanover and Preble. Call 761-4578.

93-FOOD/RESTAURANTS
Woodfords Cafe 129 Spring Street, Portland , Maine. 04 IO I. (207) 772- I 374.
(C93PXX).
Tru's Que-Me Vietnamese Restaurant,
929 Congress Street, Portland, Maine
04102-0000. (207) 772-3171. Tru Phan,
Owner. (C93PXX)
The Square Cafe, Next to Railrpad Square
Cinema, and behind Burger King, 13 Railroad Square, Waterville Maine. MondayThursday 10-10. Friday &.Saturday 10-11.
(C93PXX).
Cafe Always Open 7 nights a week. Hours:

5 - Closing. Reservations Accepted. 47
Middle Street, Portland Maine. (207) 7749399. (t93PXX).
Brud &RONI Bakery Inc. 28A llllln St.~
quit (down the driveway ~hind the Cindy
lhop) (207) 646-4227 Specializing in quality
baked goods, birthday cakes, fine pasnis, Einpean Pies, and fresh brewed mffee. Specialty
breads baked daily. Open 7am in lhe summer
daily, closed Jan & Feb.

94 - HOTELS/INNS
Brewster Inn of Dexter Maine, 37 Zions
Hill, Dexter Maine 04930-0000. (207) 924~ 130. Bed and Breakfast. (C94PXX).
A GAY COUNTIIY INN
Come ski our miles of cross country trails then unwind
in our hot tub or in front of a crackling fire. With 19
charming rooms, 100 scenic acres, yummy breakfasts
and inexpensive, uncrowded downhill skiing nearby,
we're your perfect vacation choice! Great mid-week discounts . THE HIGHLANDS INN, Box I 18G, Bethlehem , NH 03574, {603) 869-3978. Grace and Judi , Innkeel!Crs .

- Ro3C Acre, P.O. Box 1437, 5 Center Street,
Provincetown , MA 02657-1437. (508)4872347. Rentals of Cottages, Apartments,
and Guest rooms. (C94PXX).

95 - BOOKSTORES
GLAD-PAY Bookshop Lesbian and Gay
Literature, 673 Boylston Street, Boston,
MA 02 11 6-0000 (617) 267-3010. Across
from the Boston Public Library. 2nd Floor.
Hours Mon -Sat: 9:30AM-l l :OOPM. Sunday: l 2-9PM. (C95PXX).

90 - CLUBS/BARS

96 - MOVIESNIDEOS

Sportsman 's Athletic Club, 2 Bates Street,
Lewiston , Maine 04240. 2nd Floor Balcony Bar and Dance Floor. (207) 784225 1. (C90PXX)

VIDEOPORT Portland 's Largest Selection of Videos. 151 Middle Street, Lower
Lobby, Portland Maine 04 101-0000. Open
7 days a week . (207) 773- 1999. (C96PXX).

Chip & Dales, Pine Tree Square, Main
Street, Waterv ille, Maine (207) 873-56 10.
Open Wed, Thurs, and Sun . fro m 8- 12. Fri
and Sat. 8-1 . (Form a ll y the Uptown
Lounge). (C90PXX).
PAPA JOE 'S 80 Water Street, Augusta,
Mai ne. Tuesday-Saturday: 7- 1. (207) 623404 1. (C90PXX).
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MAINE COMMUNl'TY NETWORK
The AIDS Proj ect
22 Monument Sq uare - 51h Floor
Portland. Maine 04 10 1-0000
Adult C hildren of Alcoholics (ACOA ) ••
YMCA
87 Spring S1ree1
Portland . Maine 04 101 -0000
Weekl y open discussio n with focus on Gay/Lesbi an
issues.
AIDS Action of Central Maine
P.O. Box 3 113
Lewis1on Mai ne 04240-0000
AIDS Ho1line: (207) 782-6 11 3
AIDS Line
(207) 775 - 1267 o r
(800) 85 1-AIDS
Dai ly: 9 AM to 5 PM
M & W: 6 PM to 9 PM
Sai: IO AM 10 I PM
AIDS Support Group ••
Prov ides education in 1he schools, businesses and 1he
commun i1y as a whole. and offers support 10 people
who are affec1ed by AIDS . For more info rmation
contact Nan S1one (207) 338-5559.
Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition (AVAC)
Not-fo r-profil organization with 1he fo llowi ng goals:
to provide communi1y educ:Jtion aboul AIDS/HIV : 10
coordinate and support cornmunity-basccl serv ices 10
people living with AIDS/HIV, thei r families and
. significant 01hers: to assess AIDS needs in our communit ies and present a unified front on AIDS needs
issues: and 10 provide a forum for the exchange of
support, professional skills and technical resources.
We have been meeting regularly al the Tri-County
Chapter of the Red Cross in Auburn since lale 1988.
and we lcome all interested panies to attend our
mee1ings. For mo re information. please wri1e AV AC.
P.O. Box 7977 , Lewiston, Ma ine 04240-7977 , or call
(207) 795-4357.
Bath Men ' s Group
Meets weekly for fun , fellowship, and grea1 food. For
more information, call (207) 443- 12 11. All Welcome.
Belfast Area AIDS Support Group
for PWA ' s, friend s, family and caregivers. Call (207)
338-3736 (Family Planning, Mon - Thur) or Alan
(207) 548-2929 evenings or weekends.
Colby College Bisexual/Lesbian/Gay Community

••

c/o Student Activities Office
Colby College
Waterville , Maine 04901-0000
Informationa l phone line second and fourth Wednesday of every month (207) 873-3536. For more information write or contact Mark at (207 ) 877-9194 or Al
at (207) 872-3000. The CCBLGC serves the members of the Co lby and Waterville community as both
a social and political medium . Promot ing communi1y
awareness and knowledge, 1he CCBLGC mai ntains a
safe and comfortable atmosphere for bisex uals, lesbians. and gays.
DELGO
Uni1arian Church
126 Union Street
Bangor, Maine 0440 1-0000
(207) 942-6503

Dignity/Maine
P.O. Box 8113
Portland, Maine 04104
Organization of gay and lesbian Catholics and their
friends. Organized to reinforce our self-acceptance
and sense of dignity as people of God, to develop
leadership and to be an instrument through which
gay and lesbian Catholics may be heard by the
church and society.
_ -Qown East AIDS Network (DEAN)••
P. 0 . Box 779
Blue Hill, Maine 0461 4-0000
(207) 326-8580 A community-based, grassroot~ organization . We
provide communily education and support services
for those affected by AIDS. DEAN is a gay positive
organization support group for HIV+, fam ily, friends
and those at risk every Tuesday. Call Tracy for more
. information.
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Eastern Main AIDS Network (EMA N)
P.O. Box 2038
Bangor. Maine 0440 1-2038
(207 ) 990-EMAN
Provides case managemenl serv ices 10 HI V in fected
people and 1heir famil ies in Peno bscol. Pisca1aqu is.
H'ancoc k. Washington and Aroos1ook counties. Support group mee1s every Thursday evening in Bangor.
In addition. EM AN staff are avai lable 10 provide
educa1ional presentalions wi1hin 1he same five coun1y
area.
Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering S1reet
P.O. Box 377 1
Portland. Maine 04 104-3771
(207) 773-2294
FREE TO BE **
Unive rsalis1 Church Annex
Summer Street
Augusta. Maine
Gay AA weekly meeting. but ALL are we lcome to
come.
Ga y/Lesbian C ontra Dancers
69 Mo untain View Avenue
Bangor. Maine 0440 1-0000
(207) 947-2329
Gay/Lesbian Parents Support G roup
Portland. Maine
(207) 780-4085 or (207 ) 772-474 1
Gay/Lesbian Alliance
The Po wers House
88 Winslow Street
Portland. Ma ine 041 03-0000
(207 ) 874-6596
I

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous ••
c/o W ill iston West Church
32 Thomas Street
Portland, Maine 04102-0000
·Gay/Lesbian Community Network ••
P.O . Box 2 12
Bangor. Ma ine 04401 -0000
(207) 827-3 107
(207) 866-7958
Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Maine 04101 -0000
Integrity
St. Manhew ' s Church
18 Union Street
Ha llowell. Maine 04347-0000
(207) 623-3041
(207) 845 -2985
Lesbian and Gay Episcopalians and the ir friend . It is
a family within the church, a place to fi nd close
communi1y and support. It offers an opportun ity to
find growth. education and p rayer.

Monadnr:,ck Area Womyn
P.O. Box 6345
Keene. NH 0343 1-6345
(603) 357-5757
Mountain Valley Men IMVM )
Box 36
Center Conway . H 038 13-0036
(207) 925- 1034 - Paul
A soc ial group fo r gay men from western Maine and
eastern New Hampshire. We meet at each other·s
homes for Pot Luck and plan activ it ies as the members
desire. Wri te or call for more in forn1ation.
Maine Bisexual People's Network
P.O. Box . 1792
Portland. Mai ne 04 104- 1792
Call tine Gay/Lesbian All iance at (207 ) 874-6596 to
leave a message.
Our pu1rpose is to affi rm in o urse lves and others the
pos iti ve nature of bisex uality and to work toward
greater acceptance in the bisexual . gay. lesbian and
stra ight communities.

Lifestyles Alliance C lub ••
University of New England Campus
Biddeford. Maine
·
(207) 283-0171 (Barbara Hazard)
An organization of gay . lesbian. bisex ual and straight
persons. Ourorganization began in 1he spring of 1989
o ut of concern that there was no organization on
campus that dealt with different sex ual preferences.
We pre ently have students from the various colleges
including OT. PT. Medical students. MSW . and
undergraduate students. O ur primary goals include
support and educating others about alternative li festyles. All persons are welcome 10 attend ortocall and
find o ut more about our group.
Lesbian/Gay Committee
Maine Chapter National Assoc. of Soc ial Workers
P.O. Box 511 2 - Station A
Portland. Maine 04102-511 2

Maine Connedion
P.O. Box 5245 Station A
Portland. Maine 04102-5245

Parents and F riends of Lesbians and Ga vs (P/
FLAG )••
P.O. Box 2080 - Great Island
Brunswick. Mai ne 040 11 -2080
(207) 725-4769
(207) 729-05 19
(207) 623 -2349
T his support group anempts to he lp parents and
re lati ves change altitudes and create understanding so
that our gay/lesbi an fa mily membe rs can li ve with
dignity and respect.
Portland Pride
P.O. Box 68 1
Scarborough. Maine 04074-068 1

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance ••
P.O. Box 232
Ha llowe ll . Maine 04347-0000
Merry meeting AIDS Support Services • •
P.O. Box 57
Brunswick. Maine 040 11 -0057
(207) 725-4955
Provides support serv ices to PWA ·s. those with HIV
disease. and their family and friends. MASS a lso
provides education services free of charge to the
greater BATH/BR UNSWICK community. MASS
also has .. Buddies·· available for PWA ' s/HIV+.
The Maine Health Foundation
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland. Mai ne 04 11 2-7329.
A nonprofit. tax -exempt organization that offers both
di rect and indirect financia l support fo r people with
AIDS (PW As) in Main~. Our other concerns are the
spec ial! health issues facing Maine's gay and lesbian
communities. incl uding gay youth . Please wrile for
more information.
New Elrunswick Coalition for Human Rights Reforms •
P.O. Box 1556
Stalion A
Fredericton . New Brunswick
Canada
E3 B 5G2
New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay and
Lesbian Rights
P.O. Elox 756
Coom oocook. NH 03329-0756
(603) 228-9009
North.em Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribo u, Maine 04736-0990
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline (207) 498-2088

Jewish Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Chavurah
The Jewish Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Chavurah meets
monthly to share Jewish holidays and to build community. For more Information, call Faith at (207)
871-7662 or Bob at (207) 871-1014.

O UTRI G HT ••
Portland All ia nce of Gay and Lesbian Youth
P.O. Box 5028 Station A
Portland . Maine 04 102-5028
Are yo u gay and under 22 years old? For more
. information. ca ll Ingraham Volunteers. Dial -INFO:
(207 ) 774-HELP (a 24 hour hotline ) or if you·re 18
and under. yo u can a lso call Dial-KIDS: (207) 774TA LK . Call now for more in fo rmation concern ing
suppo rt . spec ial events and fun!

Greatter Portland Chapter of the National Organi·
zation for Women ••
c/oYWCA
87 Spring Street
Portland. Maine 04 10 1-0000
(207) 879-0877 - Perry Krasow
An action-oriented group. Our primary goa ls are
thredold: I) to foster Equal Rights for Women; 2) to
insure unres1ric1ed c ho ice around re producti ve
righ1s:'. and 3) to.J support Lesbian and Gay rights. We
have s;peakers and events for the public on the fo urth
Tuesday of every month .

Our Paper ••
P.O. Box 10744
Port land, Maine 04 104-0000
(207) 76 1-0733
Our purpose is to serve as a voice for the lesbians and
gay men in Maine . We wish the newspaper to be a
source of information, support, and affinnation. and
a vehicle for celebration. by and for members of the
lesbi;an and gay men·s commun ities. We want the
paper 10 reflect o ur diversity as we ll . We are made up
of a group of dedicated volunteers who wish to
broaden the unders1anding of our lifestyles and of
each other. All new volunteers are we lcome. We
meet weekly at 7 PM at our offi ces at 9 Deering Street.
Please join us.

Prime Timers - Boston ••
c/o D. Bo urbeau
604 Tremont Street
Boston. MA 02 1 18- 1605
An organization fo r older gay males that meel monthly
on the third Saturday of every month from 2 to 4 PM .
See calendar section fo r changes in the location and/
or schedule (if any).
PWA Coalition o f Maine
3 77 Cumberland Avenue
Portland. Maine 04 101 -0000
(207) 773-8500
Seacoast Gay Men (SMG, Inc.) ••
P.O. Box 1394
. Portsmouth , "NH 0380 1- 1394
(603) 898-1115 - Al
(207) 439-6850 - Paul
A soc ial group for gay men meeting wee kl y o n
Monday evenings at 7 PM (ex~pting holidays). The
firs t Monday of 1he month is a po1luc k upper. Remaining Mondays are given to a wide variety of
presentations, di sc ussions. film s. e1c.
Lesbian and Gay Freedom Trail Band
c/o YWCA - 7th Floor
120 Clarendon Street
Boston. MA
(6 17) 424-7025 - Kalhy
(6 17) 267-61 86- Gary
(508) 264-9085 - Zoe
Transupport
P.O. Box 17622
Portl and, Maine04 101 -0000
Transupport is a non-profit. non-sexual. social and
educational peer support group forT ranssexuals. crossdressers. and their famili es and friends who desire a
better understanding of gender-re lated issues. Meetings are he ld bi-monthly on Sundays at 6 PM. Write.
for location and more information.
USM Women ' s Forum
University of Southern Maine
92 Bedford Street
Po rtland. Maine 04 103-0000
Wilde-Stein C lub
Memorial Union
Uni versity of Maine-Orono
Orono. Maine 04469-0000
Waldo County AIDS Education Committee
P.O. Box 772
Belfast. Mai ne 049 15-0772
(207) 338-5559 - Nan Stone
•
Provides education in the schoo ls, busi nesses, and
community as a whole. Please ca ll fo r more in formation.
WOMLAND Trust Inc.
P.O . Box 55
Troy. Maine 04987-0055
WOMLANDT rust is a non-profit organization whose
purpose is to acquire land throughoul the slate to
protecl it fo r use by current and future generations of
womn and children. Meetings second Sunday every
month . Location varies.

**-see meetings section/or meeting dutes
und times
. - " -
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SUNDAYS
Dignity/Maine (Gay/Lesbian Catholics
and their friend s) meets every Sunday at
First Parish Church , 425 Congress St.,
Portland. Door opens at 5:30, worship at
6:00 PM followed by social. Please use
rear entrance.
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight/ Alliance for
discuss ion . support and pl anning. every
Sunday. 8:30 PM in Hira~awa Lounge.
Chase Hall. Bates College. Lew iston .
Maine Lesbian/Gay P<•litical Alliance
meets the third Sunday of every month at
All Souls Church. I I King Street. Augusta
from 2 to 4 PM .
Gays in Sobriety (AA) 6:30 to 8 PM.
Speakers meeting. Williston West Church.
32 Thomas Street. Portland.
Northern Lambda Nord meets the last
Sunday of the month. busines!> mee1ing is
at I PM followed by po1lud. .
Dignity/Bangor (Lesbians/Gay Catholics and Friends meets the second and
fourth Sundays at Chapen. Ruth Hutchins
Center. Bangor Theological Seminary. 300
Union Street. Bangor. Doors open at 6 PM.
worship at 6: 15 followed by a business
social.
Transupport peer supportgroup for Transsexuals. cross-dressers. and their families
and friends who desire a better understanding of gender-related issues. Meets bimonthl y at 6:00 PM . Write to P.O. Box
17621. Portland. Maine 04101-0000 for
more infom1ation and meeting locations.
Gay/Lesbian Community l\etwork meets
the second Sunday of the month for a
Lesbian Potluck Brunch from 11 :30 AM to
2:30 PM at the Peace and Justice Center. 9
Central Street. Room 302. Bangor.

MONDAYS
AIDS Support Group meet s week ly at
6:30 PM . Call Alan at (207) 548-2929 fo r
more infom1ation.
Adult C hildren of Alcoholics (ACOA)
meets· for open disc uss ion with focu on
Gay/Lesbian iss ues. 7 to 8:30 PM at YWCA,
87 Spring Street. Portland.

Gays in Sobriety (AA) meets weekly from
6 to 7 PM beginning meeting. First Parish
UU Church , 425 Congress Street, Portland. 7:30 to 9 is speaker/di scussion meeting.

The Bridge at COLBY, Colby College,
Waterville , Maine 0490 I , Connecting
Lesbian , Gay, Bisex ual, and Straight
communities. Meetings, every other Monday night at 7:30 PM in the Bridge Room.
24 Hour information Phoneline (207) 8733536. For more information write, or contact Mark at (207) 877-7089, or leav.e a
message on the phoneline.

Free to Be Gay Al-anon meets every
Tuesday evening from 6:00 to 7:00 PM at
the Williston West Church , 32 Thomas St
Portland, Maine .

The Bridge at Colby
c/o Student Activities Office
Colby College
Waterville, ME 04901.
The Bridge serves members of Colby and
Waterville as both a social and political
medium . Promoting community, awareness, and the knowledge, the Bridge maintains a safe and comfortable atmosphere
for bisexuals, lesbians, and gays, and makes
the connections between all communities
in our area.

Families of Gays Support Group meets
second Tuesday of each month at 7:30 PM.
For more information, call Ingraham Volunteers at 774-HELP.

WEDNESDAYS
Colby College Bisexual/Lesbian/G ay
Community meets week ly at 7: 30 PM.
Mary Low Coffehou e. Colby College,
Watervi lle.

Belfast Area AIDS Support Group for
PWA ·s. friends. famil y. and caregivers.
Call 338-3736. (Fami ly Planning Monday-Thursday).

Gays and Lesbians United potluck supper meets the la t Wednesday of each month
at the Sanford Unitarian Church on the
comer of Lebanon Street (Route 202) and
Main Street (Route I09 in Sanford, Maine.
A 11 Welcome. Call ( 207) 4 39-5540 or (207)
490-1295 for details.

TUESDAYS
Bowdoin College Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Alliance meets weekly at7:30 PM. ChaseBam Chamber. Bowdoin College, Brun swick .

College Gay Men's and Lesbian
Womyn 's Rap Group meets weekly at92
Bedford St., Portland (USM campus) from
7 to 9 PM. Bisex uals welcome. Call (207)
780-4085 for more information.

Lesbian and Gay Freedom Trail Band
meets every week at 7: 15 PM at the YWCA,
7th floor. 120 Clarendon Street. Boston.
Contact Kathy (617)424-7025. Gary (617)
267-6186. or Zoe (508) 264-9085 for more
information .

AIDS Support Group for family and
friends of people with AIDS or HIV disease. sponsored by Merrymeeting AIDS
Support Serv ices (MASS) meets weekly
from7 to 8:30 PM at Beacon House (corner
of Beacon & Washington - North End)
Bath. For more information all (207) 7254955 . Group wi ll be faci litated by Vicki
Woods.

College Lesbian Womyn's Rap Group
meet · week ly from 6:30 to 8 PM , 92
Bedford Street. Portland (U SM Campus).
Bisex ual s welcome. Call (207) 780-4085
for more information.
Down East AIDS Network support group
in Ell sworth meets weekly at 7 PM . Led by
clinical soc ial worker Caro le Pascal. the
group i5 open to all people affected by
AIDS. Call (207 ) 326-8580 for location .

Gay/Lesbian Community Network meet
at 7:30 PM the 2nd. 3rd. and 4 th Wednesdays of the month at the Peace and Justice
Center. 9 Centra l Street. Room 203. Bangor. Please ca ll (207) 827-3 107 for more
in formation.
,

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays meets fourth Tuesday of the month at
7:30 PM . Fir t Pari sh Pilgrim House. 9
Cleve land Street. Brunsw ick. Ca ll (207)
725-4 769 for information.

THURSDAYS

Greater Portlancf NOW meet the fourth
Tuesday of the month. YWCA. 87 Spring
Street. Portl and at 7:30 PM .

Down East AIDS Network holds a healing circle for all people affected by AIDS .
on the second and fo urth Thursdays, from
7 to 8:30 PM . For more information. call
(207) 326-8580.

Seacoast Gay Men meets Mondays at 7
PM (except fir t Monday of month is potluck party he ld e l ·ewhere). Uni tarianUniversa li st Churc h. 292 State Street.
Portsmouth . NH. Call Al (603) 898-1115.

OUR PAPE R staff meeting every Tuesday at 7 PM at our offices at 9 Deering
Street. Portland . (207) 761-0733 . Ne w
volunteers are alway!\ welcome. Layout i~
l:ist Tuesday of every month. mail preparation the fo ll owing evening.

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymou s
(AA) di scu ss ion group meets weekly at the
Unitarian Church. Main Street. Bangor. at
7:30 PM.

PFLAG (Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) meets the ·econd Monday
of each month at 7:30 PM at the All Souls
Church. Unitarian. Universalist. I I King
Street. Augusta. Maine . For more in fonnation. please call (207) 623-2349.

Lesbian ACOA (Ad ult C hildren of Alcoholics) Support Group meets week ly
from 7 to 8:30 PM at the Unitarian Un iversali st Ch urch. 2nd Floor Annex. 15 Pleasant Street. Brunsw ick. Maine. Non-smoking: all women welcome.

Women's Support Group for Women
with AIDS, ARC,or who are HIV +meets
weekly at The AIDS Project from I0:30 to
Noon at 22 Monument Square. 5th Floor.
Portland , Maine. For more information, or
if you are in need of day care, please call
Diane or Toby at 774-6877.

Feminist Spiritual Conim unity meets
every Monday at 7 PM at Friend~ Meeting
House. Forest Avenue. Portland. (207) 773n94.

•

I

Gays in Sobriety (AA) big book/step
meeting weekly from 8 to 9 PM at Williston West Church , 32 Thomas Street, Portland .
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
weekly step meeting with focus on gay/
lesbian issues. meets from 5:30 to 7 PM.
YMCA. 87 Spring Street, Portland.
AIDS Support Group for people with
AIDS or HIV di sea e sponsored by Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services (MASS)
meets weekly from 3: 15 to 4:30 PM at
CHANS, 50 Baribeau Drive, Brunswick,
Maine. For more information call (207)
725-4955. Group will be facilitated by
Steve Record and Jonathan Appleyard.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual students and
community members at the University
of Maine at Farmington meet weekly for
disc us ions and socializing. The group
warmly welcomes new people. For information call or write to Marla Stickle, UMF
Center for Human Deve lopment, 7 South
Street, Farmington, Maine 04938-0000 or
call : (207) 778-350 I Ext. 336.
Eastern Maine AIDS Network (EMAN)
meets every week in Bangor. Call (207)
990-EMAN or write to EMAN, P.O. Box
. 2038, Bangor, Maine 04401-2038.

FRIDAYS
Lesbians in Sobriety (AA) open meeting
meets weekly from 7 to 8 PM at the Williston West Church , 32 Thomas Street, Portland .
Free to Be Group of AA meets weekly at
7:30 PM, Jewett Hall, UMA, Room 114.
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) meet
weekl y from 8 to 9:30 PM - Gays Together
in Sobri ety Open Di cu sion - Chri st Episcopa l Churc h . 80 Lafayette Road.
Portsmouth. NH.
OUTRIGHT Portland Alliance of Lesbian and Gay Youth (22 Years old or
yo unger) meets week ly at 7:30 PM at Preble
Stree t Chapel. 33 1 Cumberland Ave ..
Portland.
Lifestyles Alliance Club meet weekly at
NOON on the UNE campus. Location can
be obtained by calling (207) 283-0171 and
ask for Barbara Hazard.

SATURDAYS
Prime Timers of Boston an organization
for o lder gay males. meets the third Saturday of every month from 2 to 4 PM at the
Lindemann Health .Center, 25 Staniford
Street, in downtown Boston . (See calendar
section for changes in location).
Gay AA Meeting (speaker discuss ion)
every week from 8 to 9 PM at the Beacon
Club (old Mitchell School B/0). 36 High
Street, Bath, Maine 04530-0000. Call (207)
443-4288 for more information.
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- HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING & TESTING - ~~~~~~~~~--·~~~--~~~~-

. Voluntary- At,ony,nous - Low Cost
The AIDS Project otters.trained counselors to answer your questions
: and address your,'concerns about possible infection with the Human
· Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). To schedule a counseling session call: .
- n4-6871 daily between 9-12; 1-:5 Monday &Wednesday eves between
6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling & testing is by appointrne,nt only.

D

A NEW DIRECTION
GREAT MUSIC • D~NCING • ENTERTAINMENT
3 SPRING ST.
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PORTLAND

173- 3315

